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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In 1886, Heinrich Rudolph Hertz, the father of electromagnetics, in his Karlsruhe laboratory,

generated, transmitted and received electromagnetic energy by means of an end loaded half

wavedipole as transmitter and a resonant square loop antenna as receiver. This was the birth of

a new field called antennas. "Antennas are like electronic eyes and ears" [18]. They act as

interface between free space and circuitry. According to Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE) an antenna is defined as "a means/or radiating or receiving radio waves" [4].

Hertzhas observed that when sparks were produced at a gap at the centre of a dipole, sparking

alsoobserved at a gap in the nearby loop. This was a memorable event in the history of science

and this invention triggered talented scientists all over the world to generate and transmit

electromagnetic waves efficiently.

In 1897, le. Bose, the talented Indian Scientist, experimented at very short waves with



a new type of antenna called electromagnetic horn. The works of Hertz and Bose, inspired

Gugliclmo Marconi and he erected large monoconical wire antennas for longwave transatlantic

communication. In 1901, he succeeded in transmitting the first wireless signal across the

Atlantic. Since then, many researchers around the world conducted brain storming work towards

the development of various types of antennas to meet different applications. The early history

of electromagnetic waves before 1900 is well reviewed by Ramsay [12].

According to Prof. 1.0. Kraus[18, 5], antennas can be classified on the basis of the

material from which it is made of as

a. antennas made of conductors of wire or tubing

b. antennas made of sheet conductors

c. antennas made of dielectrics

d. array antennas

Different types of helices, linear conductor antennas and loops are coming in group (a).

Category (b) consists of reflectors, guiding, slotted and microstrip antennas. Group (c) is

constituted by lenses, polyrods and slabs. The last group is divided into driven, parasitic,

adaptive, interferometric and digital beam forming arrays.

The rapid developments in the present day communication systems (personal

communication systems, mobile satellite communication systems, etc.) demand planar low

profileand conformal antennas. Microstrip antennas are satisfying all the above requirements and

therefore they are fast replacing conventional antennas in the above areas.

1.1 MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS

The microstrip antenna concept was first proposed by Deschamps [19] in 1953. Since then, it

took nearly 20 years for the first practical microstrip antennas to come up. The first practical
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microstrip antennas were developed by Howell [22] and Munson [23Jin the early 1970's and this

set the pace of research and development in the area of microstrip antennas all over the world .

The basic con figuration of a microstrip antenna is show n in Figure 1.1. It consis ts o ra

planar radiating struc ture of any geometrical shape over a groun d plane separated by a thin

dielectric subst rate. Commonly used microstrip radiating geometries are rectangular and circular.

However, other shapes are also considered depending upon the applicat ion. These antennas have

got many advantages like light weight. low volume, low profile planar configuration that can be

made conforma l, low fabrication cost, etc. , compared to conventional microwave antennas.

However, they have some serious drawbacks like narrow bandwidth. Iow gain, radiation in one

half plane. poor isolation between the feed and the radiating element. etc .

FIGURE 1.1 Basic mlcrostripantenna configuration

1.1.1 Radiation from a Microstrip Antenna

The radiation from microstrip antennas occurs from the fringing fields between the edge of the

microstrip antenna conductor and the ground plane. For a rectangular microstrip antenna

fabricated on a thin die lectric substrate and operating in the fundamental mode, there is no field

variation along the width and thickness. The fields vary along the length. that is about ha lf a

wavelength long. These electric field configurat ions are shown in Figure 1.2.
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The radiation mechanism may be explained by resolving the fringi ng fields at the open

circu ited edges into normal and tangential compo nen ts with respect to the ground plane. The

normal components are out ofphase (as the patch is half wavelength long) and hence the far Held

produced by them cancel each other. Whe reas. the tangen tial components are in phase and the

resulting fields are com bined to give maximum radiation in the broadside direction .

SIOEVlEW

FRINGING FIELDS

',- + _ MICFlOSTf!:IP PATCH

Su aSTAA,TE

TOP VIEW

FIGURE 1.2. Fieldvariationalong the length and width of a rectangular microstrip antenna

1.1.2 Excitation techniques

The selection of an appropriate feeding mechanism to cou ple power to a microstrip antenna is

as important as the selec tion of a suitable geometry for a part icul ar appl ication. A variety of

feeding mechanisms are available and some important techniques are exp lained here.

1.1.2.1 Microstrip feed

This is the simplest way to feed electromagnetic power to a microstrip antenna. Here, the antenna

and the feed line are fabricated simultaneously on the same side of the substrate as shown in

Figure 1.3 and this makes it very attractive in array environments. The most undesirable feature



ofthis feeding mechanism is the spurious radiation from bends, transitions, junctions. etc. These

radiations adverse ly affect the side-lobe level and cross-polarisation characteristics of the

antenna. This drawback may be compensated by suitably selec ting a high dielectric consunn

substrate. In fact, this will reduce the radiation efficiency of the antenna. A compromisebetween

the two is to be made depending upon the applications.

FIGURE 1.3. Microstrip feeding arrangement

1.1.2.2 Coaxial 'eed

It is a convenient method of fecding a single patch. Here, the coaxial connector is attached to the

backside of the printed circuit board and the centre conductor is attached to the antenna at the

desired point. The coaxial (probe) feeding arrangement is shown in Figure lA . Here, as the feed

liesbehind the radiating surface, there is no question ofunwanted radiation from the feed for thin

substrates. In fact, for thick substrates, the coupling between adjacent feeds may deteriorate the

performance. In array environment, the complete antenna and feeding arrangement cannot be

etched simultaneo usly. This increases the feeding complexity, especiaJ1y in large arrays . At high

frequencies, it becomes very difficult to realise these types of feeding as it invo lves dri lling



holes through the substrate and proper soldering of the centre conductor to the patch.

•
/~ PROBE FEED

MICROSTRIP PATCH

FIGURE 1.4 Coaxial(probe) feeding ofamicrostrip antenna

1.1.2.3 Buried feed(electromagnetic coupling)

FIGURE 1.5 Buried feeding arrangement

In this type of feeding, the antenna and the feed are placed at different levels. i.e., the feed system

is a covered microstrip line and the radiating element is etched on the covering substrate

immediately above the open-ended feed line. The radiating element is thus parasitically coupled

to the feed line. The system can be considered as a microstrip patch on a double layered substrate

sharing a common ground plane with the feed as shown in Figure 1.5. Like the microstrip feed
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system, this arrangement also suffers from spurious radiation from the feed network. This may

be minimised by using substrates of high dielectric constant for the feedline.

1.1.2.4 Slot feed (aperture coupling)

Thisfeeding arrangement utilises a common ground plane to separate the feed and the radiating

geometry. The coupling between the two is provided by a slot etched on the ground plane. The

aperture should be placed accurately below the patch and above the feed line as shown in Figure

1.6. Here, spurious radiation from the line is physically separated from that of the patch and can

be completely avoided by enclosing the feed within a box. To avoid radiation towards the

backside of the antenna, the slot must not resonate within the operating frequency band of the

patch and should be placed far enough from the edge of the patch.

\~------_ MICROSTRIPLlNE

FIGURE 1.6 Slot (aperture) feeding arrangement

1.1.3 Broadband microstrip antennas

One major drawback of microstrip antennas, which limits its widespread application, is the

narrow impedance bandwidth. There are different approaches for improving the impedance

bandwidth of microstrip antennas. They include: using thicker substrates with low dielectric

constant, addition of a parasitic patch on top of the original patch by using a separate dielectric

substrate as support, using multiple patches in one plane and by means ofproximity coupling of



feed line to the patch antenna.

The use of thicker substrates for bandwidth enhancement is limited by the excitation of

surface waves. In the case of using parasitic patches, each element resonates at adjacent

frequencies and as a result the impedance bandwidth improves. The parasitic loading will usually

increase the overall surface area. In Appendix C, one new method for the enhancement of

impedancebandwidth ofmicrostrip antennas is described in detail. Appendix B demonstrates the

enhancement in impedance bandwidth through proximity coupling.

1.1.4 Compact microstrip antennas

Depending upon the application, microstrip antennas having different geometrical shapes are

used [7]. Commonly used geometries are rectangular and circular. However, recent developments

in Personal Communication Systems (PCS), demand more and more compact microstrip

antennas. This is clear from the review presented in the next chapter. The important approaches

for reducing the size of microstrip antennas include: the use of new geometrical shapes, use of

shorting posts, use of a high dielectric constant substrate, etc. A detailed review of the works

towards the development of compact microstrip antennas is also included in Chapter 2.

1.1.5 Models/techniques used in the analysis of microstrip antennas

Differentmethods are available in literature for the analysis ofmicrostrip antennas. For antennas

having regular geometrical shapes (rectangular), analytical techniques like cavity mo~el and

transmission line model can be applied. For geometries which can be readily divided into few

regulargeometrical shapes, these analytical techniques could be applied along with segmentation

technique. These techniques are unsuitable in the case of arbitrary shaped patches. Here

numerical techniques like Finite Element Method (FEM), Finite Difference Time Domain



method (FDTD), etc., could be used. Some important techniques used for the analysis of

Microstrip Antennas are described briefly in the following sessions.

1.1.5.1 Transmission line model

This model was proposed by Munson [23] and Derneryd [26]. Here the microstrip resonator is

represented by two radiating slots (corresponding to the two radiating edges) separated and

connected by an approximately half wavelength ideal transmission line. The input impedance is

determined as a function of the distance from the edge of the patch to the feed point. The

different radiation characteristics are determined by assuming that the fields vary along the length

ofthe patch and remain constant across the width. The main shortcoming of this model is that,

it is applicable only to rectangular (or square) patch geometries.

1.1.5.2 Cavity model

Here, the microstrip geometry is considered as a cavity bounded at its top and bottom by electric

walls and on its sides by a magnetic wall. The magnetic current flowing on the cavity side walls

radiate at the resonant frequencies of the cavity, which is assumed to be surrounded by free

space. This model is suitable for geometries in which the Helmholtz equation possesses an

analytical solution such as disks, rectangles, triangles, ellipses, etc.

1.1.5.3 Method of moments

In method ofmoments, the electric surface currents flowing over the patch metallisation and the

ground planes are evaluated by using the Richmond's reaction method [13]. The reaction integral

equation is solved using the boundary conditions and method of moments. Now using suitable

expansion functions for electric surface currents, the integral equations are reduced to algebraic

equations. These equations are then solved for the unknown coefficients using any of the known

numerical techniques. This technique is analytically simple and versatile, but it requires large
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amounts of computation. The limitation of this technique is usually the speed and storage

capacity of the computer.

1.1.5.4 Finite element method (FEM)

The finite element method is a computer aided mathematical technique for obtaining approximate

numerical solutions for the abstract equations of calculus that predict the response of physical

systems subjected to external influences. In the case of microstrip antennas, the fields interior to

the antenna cavity can be determined by this method. Here the region of interest is subdivided

into small areas or volumes depending upon the dimensions of the region. Usually these small

regions are polygons such as triangles and rectangles for two dimensional problems and

tetrahedral elements for three dimensional problems. The interior electric field, satisfying the

inhomogeneous wave equation along with an impedance boundary condition on the perimeter

walls, is solved for each of the elements subdividing the region of interest. This method is

applicable to arbitrary shaped patches also.

1.1.5.5 Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method

This is a method which can be applied to all kinds of antennas for all types of feeds [82]. This

method consists ofa discretisation and a solution of the Maxwell's curl equations directly in the

time domain. In FDTD, microstrip antennas are treated in the time domain for analysis. The

frequencydependence of the different parameters are determined from the Fourier transform of

the transient current. However, this method becomes computationally costly and requires large

amounts of memory when the structure becomes complex.

1.1.5.6 Green's function method

Thismethod can be employed when the shape ofthe microstrip radiating structure is simple, such
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as rectangle, triangle or circle. The electric field inside the cavity is evaluated using Green's

function and which in turn is used for the evaluation of the input impedance. This method is not

suitable in the case of arbitrary geometrical shapes as the Green's functions are not avai lablc.

1.1.5.7 Segmentation technique

When the geometrical shape of the microstrip antenna is neither simple nor completely arbitrary.

but is a composite of simple geometrical shapes for which the Green's functions are avai lable.

the segmentation method can be used. This method gives us the overall performance of the

structure from a knowledge of the contributions from the segments constituting it. Here the

effect ofradiation loss from the periphery is incorporated through impedance loading of the patch

at the periphery. The main disadvantage of this method is that radiation losses should be known

in advance. This is very difficult to estimate in the case of arbitrary shaped antennas.

1.2 OUTLINE OF THE PRESENT WORK

The fast developments in the area of communication systems demand compact microstrip

antennas suitable for use in MMIC's, satellite mobile communication system, personal

communication systems, etc. In this thesis, the theoretical and experimental investigations

towards the development of a new compact microstrip antenna is presented. The experimental

investigations revealed that, the new antenna requires very less area compared to commonly

used rectangular microstrip antennas. It also provides a method for reducing the resonant

frequency without increasing the overall area of the patch. The investigations also revealed that

thesize reduction has been achieved without much sacrifice of the gain.

As the compact antenna does not have a regular geometrical shape (such as rectangular,

circular, etc.), the analytical techniques like cavity model and transmission line model cannot be

applied directly. But, popular numerical techniques like finite element method and finite
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difference time domain method, etc., could be used. Here, the geometry is not completely

arbitrary and can be readily divided into few regular geometrical shapes with very less effort, a

combination of segmentation technique, cavity model and spatial Fourier transform technique

are used for the analysis.

For the analysis, the new geometry is divided into four triangular and one rectangular

segment(whose Green's functions are known). The continuous interconnection between different

segmentsare now replaced by interconnection only at a number ofdiscrete points. Each segment

isnow considered as a multiport planar network and the impedance matrix elements of them are

computed. Through multi port interconnection method they are combined together to get the

input reactance of the lossless (as the radiation, dielectric and surface wave losses are not

accounted) cavity under the patch. From the input reactance variation, the resonant frequency is

determined and the electric field variation along the periphery is computed to identify the mode

of operation. These field variations are also used for the evaluation of the radiation patterns

through spatial Fourier transform technique. The power radiated and the energy stored under

the patch are determined to compute the cavity Q-factof. Now the different losses are

incorporated as an effective loss tangent, which is nothing but the reciprocal of the Q-factor. This

effective loss tangent modifies the dielectric constant to a complex value, which in turn is used

for the evaluation of impedance matrix to get the actual input impedance of the antenna.

These experimental and theoretical investigations are presented in this thesis. The

organisation of different chapters are given in the next section.

1.3 CHAPTER ORGANISATION

Inchapter 2, a brief review of the important theoretical and experimental work done in the area

of microstrip antennas is presented with an emphasis to compact microstrip antennas.

In chapter 3, the methodology adopted for the investigations is presented. The details of
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the procedure used for the fabrication of the microstrip antennas are presented. The techniques

used for the measurement ofdifferent antenna characteristics like resonant frequency, return loss.

radiation pattern, etc., are described. The theoretical approach used for the analysis is also briefly

mentioned in this chapter.

The important observations and results of the experimental investigations carried out for

the different antenna configurations are described in chapter 4.

Chapter 5 describes in detail the theoretical analysis of the antenna. The comparison

between theoretical and experimental results are also included in this chapter.

The conclusions drawn from the experimental and theoretical investigations are presented

in chapter 6. Some possible applications of the newly developed antenna along with scope for

further work are also presented in this chapter.

The experimental work done by the author in related fields are incorporated as three

appendices in this thesis. A single feed dual frequency microstrip antenna is presented in

Appendix A. Appendix B describes a new broadband dual frequency microstrip antenna.The

bandwidth enhancement effect of microstrip antennas through dielectric resonator loading is

demonstrated in Appendix C.



Chapter 2

EARLIER WORK IN THE FIELD
A BRIEF REVIEW

During the past few decades the researchers all over the world have studied the theoretical and

experimental aspects of different types of microstrip antennas. Recently, development and

analysis of compact microstrip antennas have become an interesting area in personnel

communicationsystems due to the miniaturization ofcommunication equipment. The relevant

works in the field of microstrip antennas are reviewed with emphasis given to compact

microstrip antennas.

2.1 MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS - BRIEF REVIEW

Microstrip Antennas are printed circuit antennas for the transmission and reception of
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electromagnetic energy. In 1953, Deschamps [19] proposed the concept of microstrip antennas.

Shortly thereafter, Gulton [20] developed a flat ariel for ultra-- high frequencies. The concept of

microstrip antennas was not active until the early 1970's, when there was an immediate need for

low profile antennas on the emerging new generation missiles. Revolution in electronic circuit

miniaturisation brought by the developments in Large Scale Integration (LSI) made

conventional antennas, bulky and costly part of the equipment. These two factors triggered the

scientists for the design and development ofcompact and efficient Microstrip radiators.

Byron [21] in 1970, described a conducting strip radiator separated from a ground plane

by a dielectric substrate. A strip radiator having length of several wavelengths and half

wavelength width, was fed at periodic intervals along the radiating edges. This is the first

reported Microstrip antenna array in the open literature. Howell [22] in 1972, presented useful

data on basic rectangular and circular microstrip patches. Munson [23] in 1974, demonstrated

a new class of microstrip wraparound antenna suitable for missiles using microstrip radiator and

microstrip feed networks on the same substrate. This low profile microstrip array offered nearly

90% efficiency and nearly omnidirectional coverage. Sanford [24] presented the use ofconformal

microstrip array for L-band communication from KC-135 aircraft to the ATS-6 satellite.

Weinschel [25] reported a practical pentagonal antenna in 1975. He demonstrated its use in a S

band cylindrical array producing circularly polarised patterns for a telemetry link from a

sounding rocket.

Mathematical modelling ofmicro strip antennas was first carried out by the application

oftransmission line analogies to simple rectangular patches fed at the centre of a radiating wall.

It was first proposed independently by Munson [23] and Derneryd [26,27]. The radiating edges

were considered as slots that are approximately separated by a half wavelength and connected

by an ideal transmission line. This model provides expressions for the radiated fields, radiation

resistance, input impedance etc., and was applicable only for patches of rectangular shape.
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The radiation mechanism of an open circuited microstrip termination was studied by

lames and Wilson [28]. They observed that the terminal plane region is the dominant radiating

aperture. Theoretical and experimental pattern analysis of different radiating elements showed

that they are similar to that ofslot radiators.

Agarwal and Bailey [29] proposed the wire grid model for the evaluation of microstrip

antennacharacteristics. In this model, the microstrip radiating structure is modelled as a fine grid

of wire segments and solved for the current on them using Richmond's reaction theorem. From

thesecurrent values all the antenna characteristics of interest are obtained. This method is useful

for the design ofmicrostrip antennas ofdifferent geometries like circular disc, circular segment

and triangular patches.

Lo et al. [30, 31, 32] suggested a new mathematical technique, called cavity model, for

the analysis of microstrip antennas. In this model, the upper patch and the section of the ground

plane located below it, is joined by a magnetic wall under the edge of the patch. The structure

nowbehaves as a dielectric resonator. The antenna parameters ofdifferent patch geometries with

arbitrary feed points can be calculated using this approach. The effects of radiation and other

lossesare introduced in terms ofeither an artificially increased substrate loss tangent [32 ] or by

employing the impedance boundary conditions.

Newman et al. [33, 34] proposed the method ofmoments for the numerical analysis of

microstrip antennas. They used the Richmond's reaction method in connection with method of

moments for calculating the unknown surface currents flowing on the walls forming the

microstrip patch, ground plane and magnetic walls. This method can be adopted for the

calculation of input impedance ofmicrostrip antennas of nonstandard patch shapes.

Hammer et al. [35] developed an aperture model for calculating the radiation fields of

microstrip antennas. This model accounts radiation from all the edges of the patch and can give

the radiation field and the radiation resistance ofany mode in a microstrip resonator antenna.
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Another numerical analysis based on finite element method is proposed by Carver et al.

[36] for deciding the fields interior to the microstrip antenna cavity. This is a variational method

that gives a solution closest to the true analytical solution. The problem can be solved via the

eigen value problem. They analysed a pentagonal shaped patch using this method.

Many researchers have studied dual frequency operation of microstrip antennas at this

time. Kerr et al. [37] suggested a dual frequency microstrip dish feed consisting of a microstrip

elementwhich resonates at one frequency imbedded within another element that resonates at a

lower frequency. Schaubert et al. [38] suggested a piggy back antenna for dual frequency

operation. They used two trapezoidal shaped patches stacked one over the other. McIlvenna et

al. [39] achieved dual frequency operation from a circular patch antenna by etching two ears

(bunny antenna) along with the patch at an angular separation of 600
.

Bartely et al. [40] developed a linear array consisting of 16 square elements each fed at

two orthogonal points from an underlying stripIine layer. This array produced two independent

orthogonallypolarised beams. Yee and Furlong [41] made a 2x16 element multilayered phased

array operating at 970 MHz for remote piloted vehicle. The feed used was 16 way strip line power

divider. Azimuth scanning of± 60° was provided by four bit diode phase shifter. The designs of

a 7.5 GHz receive array for satellite communication was given by Cipolla [42]. In this array

radiating elements are placed on one board and feedline, phase shifter and bias line are all placed

on a second board. Murphy [43] suggested a special purpose array used for ocean and land

surveillance in a space borne radar imaging system. They were the 10.7 x 2.2 m SEASAT array

at 1275 MHz and 9.4 x 2.2 m SIR-A array at 1278 MHz. The peak power handled by these

antennas are 3000 and 1800 W respectively. Weiss [44] demonstrated a 32x32 element array for

38.4GHz. Here the E- and H-plane sidelobes were minimised by proper amplitude tapering.

Wood [45] proposed a new technique for the production ofcircular polarisation from a

compact microstrip antenna based on radiation from curved microstrip transmission lines
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supporting a single travelling wave. He has given the theoretical and experimental radiation

patterns ofcircular sector antenna and a spiral antenna. Using these antennas he has achieved an

impedance bandwidth of 40% at 10 GHz.

Mink [46] developed a circular ring rnicrostrip antenna, which operates at a substantially

low frequency compared to a circular patch antenna of the same size.

R. Chadha et al. [47] reported Green's functions for triangular segments in microwave

planar circuits. This work enabled the analysis of certain triangular shaped antenna using Green's

function method.

A single feed circularly polarised elliptical antenna of small eccentricity is analysed by

Shen et. al. [48]. Long et al. [49] experimentally verified this result.

R. Chadha and K.C. Gupta [50] developed Green's functions ofcircular sector, annular

ring and annular sector shaped segments in microwave planar circuits and microstrip antennas.

This also helped the analysis of microstrip antennas using Green's function method or

segmentation/desegmentation method.

R. Chadha et al. [51] put forward a computationally efficient segmentation technique for

the analysis ofmicrowave planar circuits. Another method called the desegmentation method is

discussed by P.C. Sharma and K.C. Gupta [52] for the analysis of two dimensional planar

circuits. This technique is applicable to configurations. which can be converted to regular shapes

(for which Green's functions are available) by adding one or more regular shaped segments to

them.

Newman et al. [53] used moment method for the analysis ofmicrostrip patch antennas

of different shapes. The patch is modelled by surface currents and the dielectric by polarisation

current. This method is accurate, but requires precise computation.

A comprehensive review ofthe of the microstrip antenna technology till 1981 is provided

by K.R. Carver et al. [54]. Certain numerical and analytical techniques for the analysis of
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microstrip antennas are briefed in the paper. The substrates available are also discussed. Design

procedures for the most popular geometries ( rectangular and circular) are given and the need for

further research is also discussed.

A full wave method for the analysis of open printed circuit structures is presented by T.

Itoh et al. [55 ]. From the spectral domain equivalent circuits the spectral domain immittance

matrix is derived and it forms the basis of this method. Finally numerical results are compared

with experimental results. This method is also applicable to coplanar and slotline printed

structures, structures involving stratified substrates, several radiating elements and conductor

elements at different interfaces of stratified substrates.

K.C. Gupta et al. [56] presented a review of two-dimensional analysis approach

applicable to circuits, resonators and antennas. Methods like Green's function approach,

segmentation method, desegmentation, numerical methods for arbitrary shaped structures etc.,

are discussed.

Some of the researchers worldwide, started working towards overcoming the inherent

disadvantage ofnarrow impedance bandwidth and came out with interesting results.

A method for doubling the bandwidth of rectangular patch antennas was proposed by

Wood [57]. He used two A/4 short circuited parasitic elements placed parallel to the radiating

edges. The antenna characteristics are explained in terms of antiphase mode ofa pair ofcoupled

resonators. He also noted that the bandwidth improvement is independent of the coupling

capacitance.

M.D. Deshpande et af. [58 ] derived an expression for the input impedance of micro strip

patch antennas. Both the microstrip and coaxial type feeding can be considered. This method

considers the effects ofdielectric constant, dielectric losses, substrate thickness, surface waves

and dielectric cover. The input impedance of rectangular microstrip antenna is computed and

comparedwith experimental results to check the validity of the method. This technique can be
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extended to other microstrip antenna geometries like circular, triangular, elliptical etc.

n.R. Poddar et al. [59] presented microstrip antennas fabricated on stepped and wedge

shaped dielectric substrates. They observed significant improvement in antenna impedance

bandwidth compared to that of an equivalent rectangular microstrip antenna.

Das et al. [60] modified the ordinary circular patch antenna configuration by slightly

depressing the patch conically into the substrate. This antenna gives a much larger bandwidth

compared to ordinary antenna.

Lee et al. [61] reported the design ofa quasi-log-periodic microstrip antenna for enhanced

bandwidth.

The rectangular microstrip antenna has been extensively analysed by E. Lier et al. [62 ]

for both finite and infinite ground plane dimensions. For the case of infinite ground plane,

existing formulas have been improved. In the finite ground plane case, contribution from ground

plane edge diffraction is also accounted in the analysis. The accuracy of the method is tested

through comparison with experimental results.

P.c. Shanna et al. [63] presented the analysis and designs ofthree types of circularly

polarised microstrip antennas. The antenna configurations were analysed by using the Green's

function approach and desegmentation technique. The axial ratio bandwidths, VSWR bandwidths

and radiation patterns are evaluated and verified experimentally.

Analysis of an arbitrary shaped microstrip antenna with multi terminals is presented by

Y. Suzuki and T. Chiba [64]. An approach based on variational method and modal-expansion

technique uses Rayleigh-Ritz method for the determination ofeigen values and eigen functions.

The input impedance and other antenna parameters are computed at non resonance and the

theoretical results are compared with experimental results for a pentagonal patch. This method

canbe applied to microstrip antennas with arbitrary shaped boundaries and multitenninals.

Theoretical and experimental investigations on annular, annular sector and circular sector
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Theoretical and experimental investigations on annular, annular sector and circular sector

microstrip antennas were presented by W.F. Richards et al. [65]. They analysed the structures

after the full expansion of resonant modes within the cavity formed by the radiating patch and

the ground plane. For comparison experimental results were also presented.

H. Pues et at. [66] presented a more accurate and efficient method for the analysis of

rectangular microstrip antennas. They modified transmission line model by incorporating the

mutual coupling between the equivalent slots and by considering the influence of the side slots

onthe radiation conductance. For a rectangular microstrip antenna fed with a single micro strip

feed line, the method shows very good agreement with available experimental and theoretical

results.

V. Palanisamy and R. Garg [67] presented two new geometries, which could be used as

substitutes for rectangular microstrip antennas. They presented the theoretical and experimental

results of rectangular ring and H-shaped antennas. Finally a comparison with the characteristics

ofordinary rectangular patch antenna is also presented.

Bhatnagar et al. [68] proposed a broadband micro strip antenna configuration for

wideband operation. The configuration consists ofone triangular patch placed parasitically over

adriven patch.

A wide-band coaxial fed microstrip antenna element on electrically thick multilayer

substrate was presented by Fong et al. [69]. A technique for feeding thick substrate is also

presented in his paper.

Prior et al. [70] showed that the placement of short circuited annular ring near a disc

antenna enhances the bandwidth of the disc. Nearly two times enhancement in bandwidth is

achieved with slight reduction in gain.

The effect ofplacing a parasitic element parallel to the non radiating edge ofa rectangular

microstrip patch was studied by Mosig and Gardiol [71]. They used the integral equation
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G. Kumar et al. [72, 73] studied the bandwidth enhancement using parasitic elements.

They observed significant improvement in impedance bandwidth when the driven patch and the

parasitic elements are resonating at adjacent frequencies.

V. Palanisamyand R. Garg [74] developed a new technique based on segmentation

technique and cavity model for the analysis ofarbitrarily shaped microstrip patch antennas. The

analysis could predict accurately the resonant frequency, input impedance and radiation patterns

of the rectangular ring antenna which had been proposed by them. According to them this

method is more efficient compared to other methods available for arbitrary shapes.

V. Palanisamy et at. [75] performed the analysis of circularly polarised square ring and

crossed strip microstrip patch antennas based on segmentation technique and cavity model. They

have validated the predicted results with experimental results and observed good agreement.

C.KAanandan and KG. Nair [76] presented the development of a compact and

broadband microstrip antenna configuration. They used a number of parasitic elements, gap

coupled to a driven patch to get improvement in bandwidth.

Operation of microstrip antennas over multioctave bandwidth has been shown to be

possible by using electromagnetically coupled patches in a log-periodic series fed array by P.S.

Hall [ 77]. The measured results show that the array bandwidth is greater than two octaves.

A two-port rectangular patch antenna providing an accurate control ofthe radiated power

is reported by A. Benalla and KC. Gupta [78]. They analysed the patch with the input and

output ports on the non radiating edges by using transmission line model.

D.M. Pozar and B. Kaufman [79 ] presented a broadband proximity coupled microstrip

antenna configuration. The antenna consists of a microstrip patch coupled to a microstrip feed

line below the patch. The antenna offered a bandwidth of 13%.

D.M. Pozar et at. [80] presented a rigorous solution for a rectangular microstrip antenna

fedby a microstripline. The currents on the feedline and the patch are expanded in a suitable set
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of modes and a moment method solution is formulated in the spectral domain. Here, the analysis

is performed on patches fed at the radiating edge, nonradiating edge. He also analysed proximity

coupled patches. He observed that the results are not good if the feeding is at the nonradiating

edge.

H.Y. Yang and N.G. Alexopoulos [81 ] demonstrated the use of multiple superstrates for

gain enhancement. They observed that through the proper selection of the thickness of substrate

and superstrate, high directive gain can be obtained in any desired scan angle. The reciprocity

theorem and transmission line method are used for the analysis of such antenna configurations.

Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method has been used for the analysis of microstrip

antennas by A. Reineix and B. Jecko [82]. The method is so versatile that almost all types of

antennas and all types of feeding can be treated by this method. Here the antenna is treated

directly in the time domain. The frequency dependence of the relevant parameters can be

determined by taking the Fourier transform of the transient currents after assuming a proper

excitation.

The multiport network approach has been extended to incorporate the mutual coupling

between the two edges ofa rectangular patch antenna by A. Benal1a and K.C. Gupta [83]. An

admittance matrix is used to model the mutual coupling among the edges. This method is

compatible with the segmentation technique. The obtained results are compared with the data

available in the literature and found good agreement.

J.L. Drewniak and P.E. Mayes [84 ] proposed a simple, low-profile, broadband antenna

withcircularly polarised radiation pattern. Both senses ofcircular polarisation can be transmitted

orreceived from the same structure. The antenna is proposed to have 30% impedance bandwidth.

J.J.H. Wang and V.K. Tripp [85] demonstrated a spiral- mode microstrip antenna with a

bandwidth 0[6:1 forpattems and wider for VSWR. This new antenna does not require a cavity

loaded with absorbing materials and hence is not bulky and lossy. The gain of the antenna is also
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found to be greater for a 5: I band compared to a loaded cavity spiral.

A.J. Svitak et al. [86] demonstrated a new technique for feeding a microstrip antenna

through RF modulated light wave signals via an optical fibre. A module containing a photodiode,

RF circuitry and a microstrip antenna element performs the lightwave-to-Rf conversion. They

have designed and tested three transmitting antenna configurations each containing an aperture

coupled microstrip patch as the radiating element. Here the connections to the antenna modules

are through an optical fibre.

A.A. Kishk [87] presented the analysis of a spherical annular microstrip antenna. The

input impedance of the patch is computed using the generalised transmission line model. Method

of moments has been used for the computation of the radiation patterns. He observed that the

sphere radius has significant influence on the input impedance and the resonant frequency.

T. Kashiwa et al. [88] demonstrated the analysis of rectangular microstrip antennas

mounted on the curved surface using the curvilinear FDTD method. The numerical results agreed

well with almost all the experimental results and this confirms the validity of the technique.

Results of an iterative procedure for the determination of the effective loss tangent is

presented by K.F. Lee et al. [89]. They observed that the final value of oeffdepends on the value

of the initially taken substrate loss tangent (tan 0).

H. An et al. [90] introduced a new approach for the design ofbroadband active antennas

byusing the simplified real frequency technique. They presented a sequential design procedure

for the optimal design of transmitting and receiving antennas with multiple active stages, taking

into account of input and output matching, the gain vs. frequency curve and the noise

performance.

The near fields of single layer microstrip patch antennas computed through an iterative

method is presented by S.A. Bokhari et al. [91]. A combination of mixed potential integral

equation method, the FFT algorithm and the biconjugate gradient resulted in an efficient
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numerical solution. The computed results are compared with measured· results.

X.H. Shen et al. [92] used method of moments to determine the radiation and impedance

properties of microstrip patch antennas in multilayered configurations. The resonance condition

of the structure which allows high gain are studied. The gain, impedance, beamwidth and

bandwidth of the are also discussed. They observed two conditions for the high gain operation

according er » 1 or ~r »1. A practical microstrip antenna geometry with superstrates arc

established and observed that both the impedance and gain bandwidths are inversely proportional

to the gain.

A proximity coupled rectangular microstrip antenna giving circular polarisation IS

demonstrated by H.Iwasaki [93]. The feeding arrangement consists of a microstrip line placed

offset from the centre of a rectangular micro strip antenna. A practical antenna suitable for

applications in phased arrays with an axial ratio of less than 0.3dB is realised.

D.M. Pozar and S.M. Duffy [94] presented the design and test results of an aperture

coupled circularly polarised antenna for GPS. The antenna operates both in the L, and L:

frequencies of 1575 and 1227 MHz required for differential GPS to provide maximum

positioningaccuracy. It offers a relatively narrow beamwidth (10 dB) ofthe order of 120 to 140°.

C.R. Rowell and R.D. Murch [95 ] showed that the addition of a capacitive load can

significantly reduce the size of a PIFA for a given resonant frequency. The antenna requires a

resonant length of M8 only. A design with a bandwidth of 178 MHz centred at 1.8 GHz is

demonstrated and analysed through FDTD. This antenna is suitable for application in pes.

An annular ring microstrip antenna suitable for vehicle antennas in mobile satellite

communication is developed by H. Ohmine et al. [96 ]. The antenna is fed by a branch line

hybrid coupler and is circularly polarised. Impedance matching as well as broadband operation

is achieved through placing a parasitic element over the patch. The antenna works in the TM 21

modeand produced a conical pattern, with high gain in low-elevation angle for mobile satellite

communications. The antennas suitability for mobile communication has been established by

performing experiments in the L-band.
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2.2. COMPACT MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS

Recently, due to the developments in the present communication area, researchers all over the

world are interested in the design and development of compact microstrip antennas suitable for

communication applications. A review of compact micro strip antennas is presented in this

section.

V. Palanisamy and R. Garg [97] reported H-shaped and rectangular ring microstrip

antennas as substitute to commonly used rectangular patch antennas. They found that the H

shaped patch antenna requires very less area compared to the rectangular patch antenna. Because

ofsize reduction the H-shaped patch looks attractive for UHF applications.

C. K. Aanandan and K. G. Nair [98] developed a compact broadband microstrip antenna

configuration. The system uses a number ofparasitic elements which are gap coupled to a driven

patch. They achieved a bandwidth of 6% without deteriorating the radiation pattern.

G. Kossiavas et al.[99] presented C-shaped microstrip radiating element operating in

the UHF and L-bands. Its dimensions are found to be smaller than those of conventional square

orcircular elements. Like other micro strip geometries, the bandwidth of this antenna is also

narrow. However, the antenna offers good matching and omnidirectional radiation pattern with

acoaxial feed.

1. L. Volakis and J. M. Jin [100] proposed simple schemes for lowering the resonant

frequency of the rectangular patch antenna without changing the size. Resonant frequency

reduction is obtained by placing a perturbance below the patch. They obtained as much as 30

percent decrease in resonant frequency. He has given the design curves for cavity backed and

aperture backed patch configurations.

The frequency reduction obtained through loading the patch antenna with a dielectric

resonator is demonstrated by E. K. N.. Yung et al. [101]. They observed that the resonant

frequency of a circular microstrip antenna decreases with the position of the DR on the antenna.
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antenna by putting two sectoral slots shunted by conducting strips to get reduced resonant

frequency. They observed wide variation in input impedance along the circumference of the

modified structure and hence can be matched directly with a microstrip line. They were able to

achieve 19% reduction in resonant frequency by this method.

By using a very small number of thin shorting posts (say 3), instead of a complete short

circuit, M. Sanad [103] showed that the size of a quarter wavelength antenna could be reduced

considerably with out any degradation in the gain of the antenna. The gain of many antenna

configurations have been measured with a complete short circuit and with 3 shorting posts and

no significant difference in the results were observed.

Y. Hwang [104] demonstrated a planar inverted F antenna loaded with a high permittivity

material suitable for mobile communication handsets.

Y. Zhang [105] studied the feasibility of miniaturisation of the antennas used for

microcellular and personal communications by using barium titratitanate as superstrate in

microstrip antennas designed on 900 MHz and 1800 MHz bands. The resonant frequencies, input

impedances and VSWR of these type of antennas have been studied by him.

S. Dey et al. [106] proposed the design of a compact, low-cost wide band circularly

polarised antenna suitable for personal communication applications. The configuration consists

of four shorted rectangular patches. Two of them are fed directly and the others are fed

parasitically. The antenna shows good polarisation characteristics over a wide frequency band

and also has a large angular coverage in both the principal planes.

M. G. Douglas and R. H. Johnston [107] demonstrated the U patch antenna. This antenna

may be used as an alternative to the halfwave square patch antenna, but it requires only one third

to onc quarter of the surface area of the square half wave antenna. Though, the bandwidth is

smaller, the pattern is more omnidirectional. The isolation between the elemental antennas is

about 20 dB.
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Mohamed Sanad [108] experimentally investigated double C-patch antennas having

different aperture shapes. He achieved size reduction through shorting the zero potential plane

of the antenna as well as through varying the length and width of the apertures. The effect of

different design parameters on the performance of the antenna is also presented.

Jacob George et al. [109] proposed a broad band low profile microstrip circular patch

antenna. Four sectoral slots are cut on the circular patch antenna with a uniform intersectoral

angle 90° and a slot angle 8°. The antenna requires about 59.8% lesser area compared to an

ordinary circular patch antenna resonating at the same frequency.

R. Waterhouse [110] presented a probe fed circular microstrip antenna which incorporates

a single shorting pin. The presence of the shorting pin significantly reduced the overall size of

the antenna. Experimental and theoretical impedance behaviour and radiation characteristics of

the modified patch are given. Very good agreement between experiment and theory are achieved.

R. B. Waterhouse [Ill] compared the probe-fed circular patch incorporating a single

shorting post, with patches designed on the same substrate having larger area and circular

patches of the same size ( the dielectric constant ofthe substrate for the conventional patches was

significantly increased to reduce the overall size) as the shorted patch. This latter comparison is

the most appropriate for applications where size is of primary concern.

M. Sanad [112] developed a compact micro strip antenna suitable for application in

cellular phones. It consists ofa driven element and five small parasitic patches distributed in two

stacked layers. The two layers have similar geometries and their dimensions are almost equal,

This antenna operates at two separate frequency with broad bandwidths. This antenna helps to

eliminate the expensive duplexer or at least making it cheaper and easier to design.

1. Park and R. Mittra [113] demonstrated a quarter-wave aperture-coupled microstrip

antenna with a shorting pin. This antenna requires less than half the size of conventional

microstrip antennas and hence is suitable for applications where only a limited area is available

for the installation of the antenna.
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M. Sanad [114] experimentally studied non-planar shorted and partially shorted double

C-patch antennas with and without parasitic elements.

S. Dcy and R. Mittra [115] presented the design and development ofa compact microstrip

patch antenna. The length of the antenna is only one eighth of the effective wavelength at

resonance. They used method ofmoments for the analysis of the current distribution on the patch

surface.

T. K. Lo et al. [116] used a high permittivity substrate for the design of a miniature

microstrip antenna. The aperture-coupling is used for feeding power and the gain of the antenna

has been increased by adding superstrates of appropriate thickness. Experimental data for the

return loss, radiation pattern and measured antenna gain are presented for a 1.66 GHz antenna.

Here size reduction is obtained without much alterations in the electrical performance of the

antenna compared to an ordinary antenna fabricated on a low dielectric constant substrate. The

antenna gain is 5.3 dB, and the patch size is greatly reduced to one fifth of that of the

conventional microstrip antenna.

K. L. Wong and S. C. Pan [117] loaded a triangular microstrip antenna with a shorting

pin and observed significant reduction in antenna size at a given operating frequency.

Experimental results on the variation of resonant frequency with shorting pin positions are given

and finally a comparison with the characteristics of ordinary triangular microstrip antennas was

also given.

Experimental details of a single feed dual frequency compact microstrip antenna is

presented by K. L. Wong and W. S. Chen [118]. This new rectangular microstrip antenna

provides very large frequency ratio of>3.0 between the two operating frequencies.

Compact broad band microstrip antennas are experimentally demonstrated by K. L. Wong

and Y. F. Lin [119] through chip-resistor-loading. The impedance matching can be achieved by

adjusting the coupling-slot size or by the position or size of the slot. The chip resistor loading
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shows a lower resonant frequency, large bandwidth as compared with the shorting pin loading.

C. L. Tang et al. [120] demonstrated a dual frequency compact microstrip circular patch

antenna. The antenna configuration utilises a single probe feed and a single shorting pin. The

frequency ratio of the two operating frequencies is tunable in the range of2.55 - 3.83.

D. Singh et al. [121] presented the design of a quarter wavelength H-shaped microstrip

antenna suitable for application in MMIC's. This new design requires only one tenth of the area

ofordinary half wavelength patch antenna. The variation of resonant frequency, bandwidth and

gainof the antenna with the central width is also presented.

R. B. Waterhouse [122] demonstrated broadband operation of shorted circular patches

by coupling an annular ring to it. The size of the antenna is compatible with typical mobile

communications hand set terminals and impedance bandwidth satisfies the requirements of such

systems.

By cutting slits on the patch surface, K. L. Wong and 1. Y. Wu [123] produced circular

polarisation from a shorted square patch antenna. The design has the advantage of reduced size

achieved through the presence of the shorting pin.

R. B. Waterhouse [124] demonstrated a shorted patch configuration in which significant

reduction in the cross-polarised fields. The cross-polarised fields have been measured at more

than 20 dB below the eo-polar levels. The new shorted patch is approximately a quarter

wavelength in size and has a bandwidth comparable to a conventional microstrip patch antenna.

K. L. Wong and K. P. Yang [125] demonstrated a new design of single-feed, reduced

size, dual-frequency rectangular microstrip antenna with a cross slot of equal length. Here the

two frequencies are orthogonally polarised and the ratio between them depends on the aspect

ratio of the patch.

D. M. Kokotoff et al. [126] analysed, fabricated and measured the characteristics of an

annular ring loaded probe fed circular rnicrostrip antenna incorporating a shorting pin. They have
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used a rigorous full wave analysis for predicting the characteristics and observed enhanced

impedance bandwidth with the presence of the parasitically coupled ring. This configuration also

gets the added advantage of compactness through the use ofthe shorting pin.

K. L. Wong et al. [127] reported the design of a compact meandered circular microstrip

antenna with a shorting pin. Here they applied meandering along with shorting and could reduce

the patch size to less than 10% of a conventional circular patch antenna operating at the same

resonant frequency.

Owing to the miniaturisation ofcommunication equipment, designs for reducing the size

ofthe microstrip antenna have received much attention and in this scenario, H.T. Chen [128]

experimentally studied the characteristics ofcompact microstrip antennas and compared them

with those of conventional microstrip antennas. Compactness achieved through the placement

ofshorting pin and through meandering are studied.

R.B. Waterhouse et al. [129] have investigated techniques to improve the overall

performance ofshorted micro strip patch antennas. Problems with mechanical tolerances and high

H-plane cross-polarized fields have been addressed and solutions are proposed to overcome

them.

J. H. Lu et al. [130] have put forward the design of compact slot coupled triangular

microstrip antennas with a shorting pin or chip resistor loading. They achieved the desired

matching for TM IO mode by adjusting the coupling slot size .. The chip resistor loaded antenna

provided compactness along with enhanced impedance bandwidth.

K. L. Wong and K. P. Yang [131] implemented a modified planar inverted F antenna

operating in the 800 MHz band with reduced size and enhanced impedance bandwidth suitable

for applications in hand-held communication equipment. They achieved compactness through

meandering the patch and bandwidth enhancement through the placement of a chip resistor.

S. K. Satpathy et al. [132] presented shorted versions of semi-circular and 90° sectoral
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microstrip antennas. The shorted 90° sectoral microstrip antenna provided a size reduction of

four times without any significant change in performance.

The implementation ofa compact and broadband rectangular microstrip antenna having

enhanced gain is described by C. Y. Huang et al. [133]. They used chip resistor loading for

bandwidth enhancement and placement of superstrates for gain enhancement. Without much

deterioration in antenna gain, they could reduce the size of the antenna to 6% and the bandwidth

to6 times that of a conventional patch antenna.

A. S. Vaello and D. S. Hemandez [134] presented a bow-tie antenna similar to the drum

shaped antenna for dual frequency operation. The antenna requires very lesser size compared to

conventional patch antennas and have similar radiation characteristics.

From the above review, it is clear that design and development of compact microstrip

antenna is an emerging field. Compact nature of a microstrip antenna can be achieved by

suitable geometrical shape. With this idea in mind, the author of this thesis designed a new

geometry for size reduction. The present thesis is the outcome of the experimental and theoretical

investigations carried out on a new compact drum-shaped micro strip antenna.



Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY· EXPERIMENTAL SETUP,
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES AND

THEORETICAL APPROACH

This chapter describes the fabrication techniques employed for the microstrip antennas. A brief

description of the experimental setup and measurement techniques used for the study of various

antenna characteristics are also given in this chapter. This chapter concludes with description of

thetheoretical approach employed to predict different antenna characteristics.

3.1 FABRICATION OF MICROSTRIP ANTENNA

Forthe fabrication of the microstrip antennas, two different techniques are employed depending

upon the dimensional tolerance.
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3.1.1 Photolithographic Technique

Mosl commonly used method for the fabrication of microstrip antenna is photo lithographic

technique {7, 10]. A step-by-step procedure of this technique is shown in Figure 3.1. As the

fi gure is self explanatory and the technique is most popu lar, it is not elaborated here.

This technique is empl oyed for the fabrication of L-band antenn as where fabrication

tolerance is more crit ical.
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FIGURE 3.1 Step-by-step procedure of photolithographic technique

3.1 .2 Fast fabrication process

For fast and reasonably accurate fabrication of rnicrostrip antennas, an alternate me thod is used,

The di fferent steps in this process are shown in Figure 3.2. Here, the copper clad substratc is

cleaned thoroughly (1) and a drawing of the antenna is made on one side (2). The entire top and

bottom metallisat ion regions are covered with transparent cellophane tape (3). The tape is then

selectively removed from the top metallisaticn layer (4) by means of a sharp diamond tipped
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cutting too l in such a manner that tape over the antenna geometry is unaltered. The exposed

metallisation region s(5) are etched out. Afte r the etching process. tape is removed from both

the surfaces and cleaned (6) once again to get the antenna ready to test. This simpler and faster

technique is used for the fabrication of UHF antennas, since, at higher wavelengths this

technique yields fabrica tion tolerance within acceptable limi ts.

FIGURE 3.2 Different steps Inthe fast fabrication process

This method is very fast and simple compared to the photolithographic technique

mentioned earlier. The validity of this technique has beenestablished by fabricatingconventional
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rectangular patch antennas. In the case of the drum-shaped antenna, periphery is constituted by

few line segments and can be easily fabricated by this method with fabrication tolerances in

acceptable limits.

3.2 EXCITATION TECHNIQUES

Two types of feeding mechanisms are used for the excitation of the present microstrip antenna.

They are

a. microstrip feed

b. coaxial feed

The general nature of these feeding mechanisms are already discussed in section 1.1.2

(Chapter I). As in the case ofa rectangular microstrip antenna, the input impedance of the drum-

shaped antenna varies from zero to a maximum value as we move from the centre towards the

edges (see section 4.2) and thereby provides a simple means for matching of 50n feed line. In

this thesis, coaxial type feed is employed in most of the cases.

3.3 MEASUREMENT OF RETURN
FREQUENCY AND BANDWIDTH

LOSS, RESONANT

The HP8510B Network Analyzer is used for the measurement of return loss, resonant frequency

and bandwidth. The block diagram of the experimental setup for the automatic measurement

controlled by an IBM PC interfaced to the Network Analyzer is shown in Figure 3.3.

Network Analyzer is calibrated for one full port (PORT 1) and the test antenna is

connected to PORT 1 of the S-parameter test set. The measured SII LOGMAG data in the

Network Analyzer is acquired and stored in ASCII format in the computer using MERL Soft (A

software indigenously developed by the microwave group ofthe Department for antenna studies)
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FIGURE 3.3. Experimental set up forthe measurement of retumloss and resonant frequency

Theresonant frequency of the antenna for a particular mode is determined from dipof

the return loss curve for that mode. The bandwidth can be directly obtained from the return loss

data by noting the range of frequencies ( l:!j,.) over which the return loss is s - l OdB. Now

percentage bandwidth is given by, A 1; 100 %. where!,. is the centre frequency of the operating
J;

band. The stored return loss data in ASCII format is analysed for bandwidth and resonant

frequency usingMERL Soft.

3.4 MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION PATTERN

The principal E- and H-plane radiation patterns (both eo-polar and cross-polar) of the test

antenna are measured by keeping the test antenna inside an anechoic chamber in the receiving

mode. The experimental arrangement for the measurement is shown in Figure. 3.4. A standard

wideband (l-18GHz) ridged horn is used as the transmitter.
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HP 85108 Network Analyzer, interfaced to an IBM PC, is used for the pattern

measurement. The PC is also attached to a STIC 31DC positioncr controller. The test antenna is

mounted on the antenna positioner kept inside the chamber. The test and the standard

transmitting antennas are connected to PORT 2 and PORT 1 respectively of the Network

Analyzer.

The radiation pattern of the antenna at multiple frequency points can be measured in a

single rotation of the test antenna positioner by using MERL Soft . The positioner will stop at

each step angle and will take S2]measurements till it reaches the stop angle. The entire measured

data arc stored in ASCII format and can be used for further processing like analysis and plotting.

The different pattern characteristics like half power beamwidth, cross-polar level, etc.• are

obtained after analysis of the stored patterns.

FIGURE3.4 Set up for measuring the radiation pattern ofthe antenna
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3.5 MEASUREMENT OF GAIN

The set up for the measurement of gain is same as that used for pattern measurement. A

comparative measurement of gain of the new antenna is made with standard rectangular patch

antenna operating at the same frequency and fabricated on the same substrate.

The standard rectangular antenna is kept inside the chamber and connected to PORT 2

of the Network Analyzer. PORT I is connected to the transmitting antenna. The antenna is bore

sighted and a THRU RESPONSE calibration is performed in the Network Analyzer and stored

in the CAL SET. This will act as the reference gain response. The standard antenna is now

replaced by the corresponding drum-shaped antenna and the plot displayed on the Network

Analyzer will directly give the relative gain of the new antenna.

3.6 MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRIC FIELD INTENSITY

Theprobe assembly used for sampling the field intensity over the patch is shown in Figure 3.5.

Theprobe is fabricated by removing the outer conductor and the dielectric from a 2 mm section

at the end of a long semirigid cable as given in [135]. The probe assembly is now mounted on

a precision XY positioner, which can position the probe at any point over the patch surface with

an accuracy of I mm. The length of the probe PL is 2 mm and the height of the probe above the

patch surface s is 2.5 mm. The dimensions of the probe plate are 5 cm x 5 cm.

For the measurement ofelectric field variation, the probe is connected to PORT 2 and the

test antenna to PORT I of the Network Analyzer. The probe is moved over the entire patch area

with a resolution of 1 mm and the entire S21 data at the resonant frequency is stored. The stored

data are normalised and plotted to get the variation of electric field magnitude.
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FIGURE 3.5 Set up for measuring the electric field variation over the patch

3.7 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ANTENNA

Experimental results are verified theoretically using segmentation technique along with cavity

model and spatial Fourier Transform technique. This method is selected because of the fact that,

it is computationally more efficient compared to Finite Element Method (FEM) and Finite

Difference Time Domain (FDTD) methods for geometries which can be readily divided into few

regulargeometrical shapes whose Green's functions are known.

The complicated geometry of the drum-shaped antenna is divided into triangular and

rectangular segments as shown in Figure 3.6. Now the continuous interconnection between the

segments are replaced by interconnection at discrete points. The impedance matrix elements of

the different segments are computed and combined together to get the input reactance of the
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lossless cavity (as we have not incorporated the radiation, dielectric and surface wave losses).

Alargevalue of this reactance shows the resonance. Now the electric field variation along the

periphery of the antenna is computed and the mode is identified. This field variation along the

periphery is used in the aperture model to get the radiation pattern, power radiated, stored energy,

etc. Finally the radiation loss is incorporated in the Q-factor and this in turn modifies the

dielectric constant to a complex value. This modified dielectric constant is used in the impedance

matrix evaluation to get the actual input impedance ofthe antenna. The elaborate steps followed

for the theoretical analysis are described in chapter 5.

\

~ V
\.,
\

\

\
~)\ B

/
!

~
!
I AI

I
/

FIGURE 3.6 Segmentation ofthe drum-shaped antenna into four triangular and one rectangular segment

For the theoretical analysis of the antenna, the programmes are written m

MATHEMATICA 3.0 [11]. From the geometrical dimensions and substrate parameters, the

programme will compute the resonant frequency, electric field variation along the periphery,

radiation pattern, input impedance, etc.



Chapter 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
OBSERVATIONS

This chapter deals with the outcome of the exhaustive experimental investigations performed on

the new drum-shaped compact microstrip antenna. The aim of the work is to develop a compact

microstrip antenna suitable for communication systems. As compact microstrip antennas are

more suitable for mobile satellite communication systems, Personal Communication System

(pes), Global Positioning System (GPS), Phased Arrays, etc., the experiments were conducted

in the UHF and L-bands.

The geometry of the new compact microstrip antenna is shown in Figure 4.1. The

geometrical shape of the antenna is same as the projection of a Japanese drum on a plane

parallel to the axis of the drum and hence it is named as drum-shaped antenna. The antennas are

fabricated on a low loss substrate ofdielectric constant Er' and thickness h. L is the length of the
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antenna, B. the width of the radiating edge, IVis the width ofcentral region and s is the distance

ofthe feed point. The antennas are etched on the substrate and proper feeding as explained earlier

is used to couple microwave energy to the antenn a.

In each frequency band, three possible drum- shaped antenna configurations are studied

in detail. They are;

I. UB > 1

2. UB = 1

3. UB < I

For each configuration, the following antenna characteristics were studied in detail.

L

T T z -~ s
B w @ .- - - -, - - - - y

-±- ,0, '

1
,

PROBE FEED,
/,,,, DRUM-SHAPED

X
,

PATCH, /, I,

"" GROUND

FIGURE 4.1 Geomelry of thecompact drum-shaped antenna showing probe feed

1. Characteristics of TMo1 mode resonant frequency

a. Variation of resonant frequency with central width (W) and U B ratios

b. Study of different antenna radiation characteristics like 2:1 VSWR impedance
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bandwidth, radiation pattern, gain, beamwidth, etc., with central width (W)

c. Mode identification by means of near field probing

2. Characteristics ofTM IO mode resonant frequency

a. Typical variation of resonant frequency with central width (W)

b. Typical 2:1 VSWR impedance bandwidth behaviour

c. Typical radiation patterns and their characteristics

The above study enabled the development of a design criterion of the drum-shaped

antenna whose performance is better compared to rectangular patch antenna elements operating

atthe same frequency.

Before going into the experimental details, the basic resonant modes of importance and

the excitation techniques adopted in each case are explained in the next section.

4.1 RESONANT MODES AND EXCITATION TECHNIQUES

4.1.1 Resonant modes

The resonant frequency of the antenna is one of the important characteristics to be studied

initially. It is found that the resonant frequency depends on the length, L of the antenna. This

length could be termed as the resonating length as in the case ofa rectangular microstrip antenna.

Here the resonating length is modified due to the geometrical shape and the effective value of

itwouldbe greater than the physical length, L. It is observed that the effective resonating length

increases i.e., the resonant frequency decreases with decrease of W, the central width. The

unmodified edges of length B could be termed as the radiating edges, as in the case of a

rectangular patch antenna. The radiation occurs mainly (the other edges also contribute to the

total radiated power) from these pair of edges. This is the case of TMo1mode. Whereas in the

case of Tlvl., mode, the effective resonating length is determined by the edges of length Band
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thecentral width W. The effective resonating length is observed to be less than B and its value

decreases, i.e., the resonant frequency increases with decrease in W. In this case the two modified

sides act as the radiating edges.

4.1.2 Excitation techniques

Like other microstrip antennas, here also, the feed point can be located on the edges or within

the patch. By suitably selecting the feed point we can excite the desired mode. The input

impedance also varies with the location of the feed point. The feed can be microstrip or coaxial

type. For the TMOl mode (half wave variation of electric field along the length of the patch), a

variation of input impedance from a minimum value to a maximum value is observed, when the

feed is moved from the centre towards the edges. Figure 4.2 shows the impedance loci of three

typical antenna configurations with a coaxial feed along the centre line (QY) of the antenna. A

similar variation is observed when the feed point is moved from the centre towards the edges
.

along the non-radiating edges and are shown in Figure 4.3. Here, in the former case the mode

dueto field variation along the width is eliminated and in the later case there is a possibility for

the excitation ofboth the modes simultaneously depending upon the location of the feed point.

In all the cases it is observed that when the feed point is at the centre, the impedance is very low.

When we move from the centre to the edges the impedance is gradually increasing. This shows

that by the proper selection of the feed point, the antenna can be properly matched to 50 Q

transmission line.

Figure 4.4. shows the TM IO mode impedance loci of the drum-shaped antenna for

different parameters. Here the feed point is moved from the centre towards the modified edge

along the non radiating edge. The feed point is not selected inside the patch along the central

region of width Was it will be very small in some cases. As in the previous case, here also

impedance at resonance varies from a minimum to a maximum value as we move from the centre

towards the edges.
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FIGURE 4.2 Variation ofInput impedance with feed location for TMo1 mode (central feeding)

(a) UB <1t L:: 6.93 cm, B:: 8.93 cm, WIB =0.5, er:: 4.5, h ::0.16cm (increasing frequency isclockwise direction)
(b) UB > 1, L=6.93 cm, B=6.0 cm, W/B =0.33, er =4.5, h :: O.16cm (increasing frequency isclockwise direction)
(c) UB =1, L:: 7.0 cm, B:: 7.0 cm, W/B:: 0.5, er =4.5, h=O.16cm (increasing frequency isclockwise direction)
(d) Diagram ofthe drum-shaped antenna indicating the location ofthe feed point
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FIGURE 4.3 Variation ofInput impedance with feed location for TMo1 mode (edge feeding)

(a) VB< 1, L=6.93 cm, B=8.93 cm, W/B =0.5. er =4.5, h=0.16 cm (increasing frequency isclockwise direction)
(b) VB> 1, L=6.93 cm, B=6.0 cm, W/B =0.5, er =4.5, h=0.16 cm (increasing frequency isclockwise direction)
(c) UB =1,L=7.00 cm, B=7.0 cm, W/B =0.5, er =4.5, h=0.16 cm (increasing frequency isclockwise direction)
(d) Diagram ofthe drum-shaped antenna indicating the location ofthe feed point
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FIGURE 4.4 Variation of Input impedance with feed location for TMIO mode (edge feeding)

(a) UB < 1. L= 6.93 cm, B= 8.93 cm, W/B =0.5. 8( =4.5, h =0.16 cm (increasing frequency isclockwise direction)
(b) UB > 1, L=6.93'tm, B=6.0 cm, W/B =0.5, 8 r =4.5, h=0.16 cm (increasing frequency isclockwise direction)

(c) UB= 1, L = 7.0 cm, B=7.0 cm, W/B =0.5, 8 r =4.5, h=0.16 cm (increasing frequency isclockwise direction)
(d) Diagram ofthe drum-shaped antenna indicating the location ofthe feed point
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From these experimental observations it is established that by the suitable selection of

feed point, matching and excitation of mode as desired could be obtained.

4.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TM01 MODE

As described in the previous section, by moving the feed point along the centre line, a change

in input impedance is observed. A feed point which provides good matching to the 50 Q feed

line is selected and a coaxial probe is used for feeding energy to the selected point. The radius

ofthe feed probe is 0.25 mm. Selection of the feed point along the centre line (QY) eliminates

the excitation of the TM IO mode. The radiated fields of this mode are linearly polarised along

YZ plane. The dimensions of different drum-shaped antenna configurations used in the study

are given in Table 4.1. Here the antennas are fabricated on a low loss substrate of dielectric

constant Er = 4.5 and thickness h = O.l6em. The experiments were also conducted using

substrates of dielectric constants Er = 6 and Er = 2.21 of thickness 0.065 and 0.055 ems.

4.2.1 Resonant frequency variation with respect to central width (W)

The resonant frequency of the antenna is affected by the central width, W. When we reduce the

central width, the effective resonating length increases and as a result the resonant frequency is

found to be decreasing. This effect has been studied in detail and the return loss variation with

respect to W for the UHF- and L-band antennas arc given in Figure 4.5.

It can be seen from Figure 4.5(i).(a) that, when LIB = 0.7, the resonant frequency

decreases by > 42% for WIB =0.1. In the case ofL-band antennas when LIB,.. 0.5, the resonant

frequency decreases by :::: 45% for WIB =0.1.
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TABLE 4.1(i) Dimensions, TMo1 mode resonant frequency (f01) and feed location (5) of various UHF·band drum-
shaped antenna configurations used inthe study (er =4.5 and thickness h=O.16cm)

s: Feed location distance from the centre of the edge (Y) asshown inFigure 4.2(d)

L B UB W/B s f01
cm cm cm MHz

1.0 0.5 1017.0

0.9 0.5 998.00

io.oo 0.70
0.7 1.5 929.00

7.00
0.5 2.0 851.00

0.3 2.0 739.00

0.1 2.5 592.00

1.0 1.5 1022.0

0.9 1.5 998.00

8.93 0.776
0.7 1.5 939.00

6.93
0.5 2.0 866.00

0.3 2.0 758.00

0.224 2.0 709.00

1.0 0.5 1032.0

0.9 1.0 1011.0

7.00 1.00
0.7 2.0 958.00

7.00
881.000.5 2.5

0.3 3.0 787.00

0.1 3.5 651.00

1.0 2.0 1040.0

0.9 2.0 1013.0

0.7 2.0 963.00
6.93 6.00 1.155

0.5 2.0 890.00

0.333 2.0 812.00

0.1 3.0 665.00

1.0 2.5 695.00

0.9 2.0 680.00

0.7 2.5 646.00
10.50 7.00 1.50

0.5 3.0 597.00

0.3 3.0 543.00

0.1 4.0 455.00

1.0 3.5 695.00

0.9 3.0 685.00

0.7 3.0 651.00
10.50 5.25 2.00

0.5 3.5 611.00

0.3 3.5 553.00

0.1 3.5 465.00
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TABLE 4.1(ii) Dimensions, TMo1mode resonant frequency (f01) and feed location (s) of various t-band drum-
shaped antenna configurations used in the study (Cr =4.5 and thickness h =O.16cm)

s: Feed location distance from the centre of the edge (Y) asshown inFigure 4.2(d)

L B UB W/B s '01
cm cm cm MHz

1.0 0.4 2015
0.9 0.6 1971

7.00 0.50
0.7 0.6 1837

3.50
0.5 0.4 1631
0.3 0.4 1478
0.1 1.0 1110
1.0 0.8 1877
0.9 1.0 1833

4.80
0.7 1.0 1751

3.80 0.792
0.5 1.4 1581
0.2083 1.6 1308
0.1 1.4 1168
1.0 1.0 2059
0.9 1.0 2021
0.7 1.2 1922

3.50 3.50 1.00
0.5 1.2 1784
0.3 1.2 1628
0.1 1.4 1381
1.0 1.0 1899
0.9 1.0 1862
0.7 1.2 1778

3.811 3.20 1.191
0.5 1.2 1648
0.3125 1.2 1515
0.1 1.4 1278.
1.0 1.2 1931
0.9 1.2 1918
0.7 1.4 1831

3.80 2.53 1.50
0.5 1.4 1708
0.3 1.6 1562
0.1 1.6 1353
1.0 1.4 1860
0.9 1.4 1818
0.7 1.6 1758

4.00 2.00 2.00
0.5 1.6 1665
0.3 1.6 1528
0.1 1.8 1340
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FIGURE 4.5(i) Variation ofreturn loss with frequency for UHF antennas

(a) L=7 cm, B=10 cm
WIB =1.0 ---- WIB= 0.9 -~_.- WIB= 0.7

..................... WIB= 0.5 _.._.. - WIB=0.3 WIB= 0.1

(b) L:: 6.93 cm, B=8.93 cm
WIB =1.0 ---- WIB= 0.9 _._.- WIB= 0.7

..................... WIB= 0.5 _.._..- WIB= 0.3 WIB= 0.224
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FIGURE 4.5(ii) Variation of return loss with frequency forUHF antennas

(a) L=7cm, B=7 cm
W/B= 1.0 ---- W/B= 0.9 _._0- WIB =0.7
WIB= 0.5 WIB= 0.3 W/B=O.1..................... _.._.. -

{b} L=6.93 cm, B=6cm
WIB= 1.0 ---- WIB= 0.9 _.-.- W/B= 0.7

..................... W/B= 0.5 _ .. _.0- WIB= 0.333 W/B =0.1
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FIGURE 4,5(iii) Variation of return loss with frequency for UHF antennas

(a) L=10.5cm,B=7cm
WIB= 1.0 ---- WIB=0.9 ___ a_ WIB= 0.7
WIB= 0.5 _.._..- WIB=0.3 WIB= 0.1

(b) L=10.5 cm, B=5.25 cm
WIB= 1.0 ---- WIB= 0.9 _0 __ - WIB =0.7
WIB= 0.5 _.._..- WIB=0.3 W/B= 0.1.....................
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FIGURE 4.5(iv) Variation of return loss with frequency forL-band antennas

(a) L=3.5 cm, B=7 cm
WIB =1.0 ---- WIB= 0.9 _._.- WIB= 0.7

.~.............. ,.... WIB= 0.5 _'0_"- WIB= 0.3 WIB =0.1

(b) L=3.8 cm, B=4.8 cm
WIB =1.0 ---- WIB= 0.9 _._0- WIB= 0.7

..................... WIB=O.5 _.._.. - WIB= 0.2083 WIB= 0.1
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FIGURE 4,5{v) Variation of return loss with frequency for t-band antennas

(a) L= 3.5 cm, B= 3.5 cm
W/B= 1.0
W/B= 0.5

(b) L=3.811 cm, B=3.2 cm
W/B =1.0
W/B= 0.5
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_ .._ ..- W/B= 0.3 W/B=0.1
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For clarity, the resonant frequency and its % reduction, physical area of the drum-shaped

antenna (Ad) and equivalent rectangular patch antenna (Ar) , etc., are given in Table 4.2. The %

reduction in resonant frequency is calculated using the formula (F, - h)/Fr , where F, is the

resonant frequency ofthe rectangular antenna having same L and B as those ofthe corresponding

drum- shaped antenna resonating ath. From the Table it can be seen that the metallisation area.

of the new antenna decreases as the resonant frequency decreases, whereas in the case of the

rectangular antennas the metallisation area increases with decrease ofresonant frequency. In the

UHF case, when LIB= 0.7 and WIB = 0.1, the area requirement of a rectangular patch antenna

(203.0 ern') operating at the same frequency and having the same LIB ratio is 5.27 times that of

thenew drum-shaped antenna (38.5 cm/). In a similar manner, in the L-band, when LIB = 0.5

and WIB = 0.1, the area required for an equivalent rectangular patch antenna is 5.93 times that

of the drum-shaped antenna. This establishes the compact nature of the antenna.

Another important property of the new antenna, which is very clear from Table. 4.2 is

the ability to tune the resonant frequency without increasing the overall size. i.e., frequency

tuning through reduction ofresonant frequency can be achieved by slightly reducing the central

width (no need to fabricate a new antenna) whereas in the case of a rectangular patch antenna,

resonant frequency reduction requires the extension of the resonant length and this in turn

requires the fabrication of a new antenna. Frequency tuning through the increase of resonant

frequency can be achieved by reducing the length in both the cases.

It can also be seen from Table 4.2 that, in almost all the cases, for the same WIB ratio,
~_,._,.,_._.,-- . '--' ','

the percentage reduction in resonant frequency increases with decrease in LIB ratio. For the

samepercentage reduction in central width, the range of variation ofresonant frequency is larger

when LIB is less and it decreases as LIB increases. In the UHF-band the range of resonant

frequency variation corresponding to a change of central width from maximum to 10% of

maximum value is 425 MHz when LIB = 0.7 and 230 MHz when LIB =2.0. In the L-band, the

range of variations are 905 MHz and 520 MHz when LIB = 0.5 and 2.0 respectively.
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TABLE 4.2(i) Resonant Frequency (f01) , %reduction inresonant frequency, %bandwidth, metallisation area of
drum-shaped antenna (Ad) and metallisation area ofequivalent rectangular patch having the same VB ratio (Ar)
of different UHF·band drum-shaped antennas.

VB WIB f01 %reduction in %bandwidth Ad Ar
MHz resonant cm2 cm2

frequency
1.0 1017.0 0.00 1.97 70.00 70.00
0.9 998.00 1.87 1.87 66.50 71.24

0.70
0.7 929.00 8.65 1.36 59.50 82.09
0.5 851.00 16.32 1.41 52.50 97.95
0.3 739.00 27.34 1.22 45.50 130.03
0.1 592.00 41.79 1.46 38.50 203.00
1.0 1022.0 0.00 1.43 61.88 61.88
0.9 998.00 2.35 1.54 58.79 64.41

0.776
0.7 939.00 8.12 1.42 52.60 72.70
0.5 866.00 15.26 0.93 46.41 85.58
0.3 758.00 25.83 1.19 40.23 111.72

0.224 709.00 30.63 1.50 34.04 127.89
1.0 1032.0 0.00 1.49 49.00 49.00
0.9 1011.0 2.03 1.02 46.55 49.14

1.00
0.7 958.00 7.17 1.67 41.65 54.61
0.5 881.00 14.63 1.44 36.75 64.64
0.3 787.00 23.74 1.27 31.85 81.00
0.1 651.00 36.92 1.02 26.95 118.37
1.0 1040.0 0.00 1.49 41.58 41.58
0.9 1013.0 2.60 1.25 39.50 42.55

1.155
0.7 963.00 7.40 1.31 35.34 47.02
0.5 890.00 14.42 1.12 31.19 56.56

0.333 812.00 21.92 1.31 27.03 66.16
0.1 665.00 36.06 0.90 22.87 98.59

1.0 695.00 0.00 1.63 73.50 73.50

0.9 680.00 2.16 1.37 69.83 73.08

0.7 646.00 7.05 1.55 62.48 81.00
1.50

0.5 597.00 14.10 1.45 55.13 94.76

0.3 543.00 21.87 0.86 47.78 114.36

0.1 455.00 34.53 1.43 40.43 162.60

1.0 695.00 0.00 1.05 55.13 55.13

0.9 685.00 1.44 1.46 52.37 54.50

0.7 651.00 6.33 1.23 46.86 60.28
2.00

0.5 611.00 12.09 1.47 41.34 68.39

0.3 553.00 20.43 1.21 35.83 83.21

0.1 465.00 33.09 1.29 30.32 117.58
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TABLE 4.2(ii) Resonant Frequency (f01), % reduction in resonant frequency, %bandwidth, metallisation area of
drum-shaped antenna (Ad) and metallisation area ofequivalent rectangular patch having the sameUB ratio (Ar)

of different L-band drum-shaped antennas.

UB W/B f01 %reduction in %bandwidth Ad Ar
MHz f01 cm2

cm2

1.0 2015 0.00 1.50 24.50 24.50 0, (I

0.9 1971 2.18 2.18 23.28 24.78 D Cl )9:

0.7 1837 8.83 1.72 20.83 28.58 0 ' j"

0.50
D I., • > I·

D 11210.5 1631 19.06 ,/' 1.77 18.38 36.64 0
0.3 1478 26.65 1.48 15.93 44.75 0 D~' -rc\., - 1../

0.1 1110 44.91 1.30 13.48 79.88 D 012 14

1.0 1877 0.00 2.13 18.24 18.24 0 to 9' ;
0.9 183J 2.34 1.69 17.33 18.54 0 0 0 9:1,

0.7 1751 6.71 1.50 15.50 20.33 r , '-' -" .
0.792

0.5 1581 15.77 {"t!"
r ':,

1.20 13.68 25.01 (' ,. c1,65
0.2083 1308 30.31 0.61 11.86 36.58 a·reO

0.1 1168 37.77 1.35 10.03 45.95
V'LDS

1.0 2059 0.00 2.43 12.25 12.25 D (.,Joc;t!S

0.9 2021 1.85 2.03 11.64 12.25 C'.f. t,·'!.·7t~

1.00
0.7 1922 6.65 • 1.61 10.41 13.54 f) -t-e t.;1 'Z

0.5 1784 13.36 o <::. ',<:

1.51 9.19 15.76 f)·bOS'S

0.3 1628 20.93 1.29 7.95 18.92 I)' 0 o.ttlf

0.1 1381 32.93 1.16 6.74 26.32 C (~.,'.: -:

1.0 1899 0.00 1.66 12.19 12.19 ( ~ ,

0.9 1862 1.95 1.62 11.58 12.26 t)'0['62 ~,

1.191
0.7 1778 6.37 , .. 1.52 10.36 13.44 ~)':i'Js8:~

0.5 1648 13.22 . 1.37 9.14 15.60 ,
j ~ S ':' s

0.3125 1515 20.22 1.35 7.92 18.48 o . 00 S·,:,

0.1 1278 32.70 1.33 6.71 26.07 O·OO~;'

1.0 1931 0.00 1.76 9.61 9.61 " 'U
0.9 1918 0.67 1.62 9.13 9.29 D Co (0'.:1:.'(;,

1.50
0.7 1831 5.18 _._ •. o 1.56 8.17 10.14 j' c:'.~.!

0.5 1708 11.55 r c.> 1.58 7.21 11.66 o ((,:" .
0.3 1562 19.11 1.03 6.25 13.94 d

0.1 1353 29.93 1.41 5.29 18.50 (
~.i '

(: ( "

1.0 1860 0.00 1.70 8.00 8.00 o C'
,

0",
0.9 1818 2.26 1.54 7.60 7.90 D,czJ1i?

0.7 1758 5.48 0.91 6.80 8.38 o .-.' <J r
~ F' ," I..,. " ~.)

2.00 ' .
0.5 1665 10.48 1.34 6.00 9.40 " :. '-" ..

0.3 1528 17.85 1.37 5.20 11.12 .-
0.1 1340 27.96 1.37 4.40 14.36 0,· ,,:.

The system resonates at the minimum frequency when W/B is a minimum. The variation

of resonant frequency for the different antenna structures defined in Table 4.1 are shown in

Figure 4.6. It is found that the resonant frequency gradually increases with W/B.
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4.2.2 Impedance bandwidth

The bandwidth ofa microstrip antenna is the range of frequencies over which the return loss is

less than -10 dB. Like other microstrip antennas these antennas are also narrow banded and

hence the bandwdth can be conveniently expressed as a percentage of the frequency difference

over the centre frequency of the band. The percentage bandwidths for the different antenna

configurations studied are also given in Table 4.2.

It is observed that there is not much variation in impedance bandwidth with LIB and WIB.

From Table 4.2 we can see that in almost all cases for both the bands the value of bandwidth lies

between 1 and 2: This is typical for microstrip antennas and hence we can say that frequency

reduction is achieved without disturbing the bandwidth. In the UHF-band when LIB =0.7, the

percentage bandwidth varies from 1.97% to 1.22% only, as the central width reduces to 10% of

the maximum value. In the Lband, when LIB= 0.5, the percentage bandwidth varies from 2.18%

to1.30%only, as the central width reduces from maximum value to 10% ofthe maximum value .
•

This shows that the compact nature of the antenna is achieved without sacrificing the bandwidth

considerabIy.

4.2.3 Radiation Pattern

Being a new type ofcompact microstrip antenna, its radiation pattern characteristics have been

studied in detail. The eo-polar and cross-polar radiation patterns of different antenna

configurations in the principal planes arc taken at 11 frequency points in the operating frequency

band of each antenna. The measured eo-polar and cross-polar radiation patterns at the

correspondingcentral frequencies of different configurations are shown in Figure 4.7. The E-

and H-plane 3 dB beamwidths and peak cross-polar levels are given in Table. 4.3.
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FIGURE 4.7(i) E-and H-plane eo and cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent UHF-band antennas

eo polar

(a) L=10.5 cm, S =7 cm, W/S =1.0
(b) L = 10.5 cm, B=7 cm, W/S =0.9
(cl L=10.5 cm, B=7 cm, W/B = 0.7

cross polar
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FIGURE 4.7(ii) E- and H-plane eo and cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent UHF-band antennas

eo polar cross polar

(a) L=10.5 cm, B=7 cm, WIB =0.5
(b) L= 10.5 cm, B=7cm, W/B = 0.3
(c) L=10.5 cm. B=7 cm, WIB =0.1
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FIGURE 4.7(iii) E- and H-plane coand cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent UHF-band antennas

copolar cross polar

(a) L= 7 cm, B= 7 cm, W/B = 1.0
(b) L=7 cm, B=7 cm, W/B = 0.9
(c) L=7 cm, B=7 cm, W/B =0.7
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:IGURE 4.7(iv) E- and H-plane eo and cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent UHF-band antennas

eo polar

:a) L=7cm, B=7 cm, W/B =0.5
:b) L=7cm, B=7cm, W/B =0.3
[c) L=7cm, B=7 cm, W/B =0.1

cross polar
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FIGURE 4.7(v) E- and H-plane eo and cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent UHF-band antennas

copolar cross polar

(a) L=7cm, B=10 cm, WIB =1.0
(b) L=7cm, B=10 cm, WIB =0.9
(cl L=7cm,B=10cm,WIB=0.7
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FIGURE 4.7(vi) E- and H-plane co and cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent UHF-band antennas

co polar cross polar

(a) L:: 7cm, B:: 10 cm, WIB:: 0.5
(b) L:: 7cm, B:: 10 cm, WIB:: 0.3
(e) L=7cm, B=10 cm, WIS =0.1
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FIGURE 4.7(vii) E- and H-plane eo and cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent L-band antennas

eo polar

(a) L =3.8 cm, B=2.53 cm, W/B =1.0
(b) L=3.8 cm, B=2.53 cm, W/B =0.9
(c) L= 3.8 cm, B= 2.53 cm, W/B =0.7

cross polar
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FIGURE 4.7(viii) E- and H-plane co and cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent L-band antennas

eo polar cross polar

(a) L:: 3.8 cm, B:: 2.53 cm. W/B:: 0.5
(b) L:: 3.8 cm, B :: 2.53 cm, W/B :: 0.3
(c) L:: 3.8 cm, B :: 2.53 cm, W/B:: 0.1
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FIGURE 4.7(ix) E- and H-plane eo and cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent L-band antennas

eo polar cross polar

(a) L =3.5 cm, B=3.5 cm, W/B =1.0
(b) L=3.5 cm, B=3.5 cm, W/B =0.9
(cl L =3.5 cm, B= 3.5 cm, W/B = 0.7
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FIGURE 4.7{x) E- and H-plane eo and cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent L-band antennas

eo polar

(a) L=3.5 cm, B=3.5 cm, W/B =0.5
(b) L=3.5 cm, B=3.5 cm, W/B =0.3
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FIGURE 4.7(xi) E- and H-plane co and cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent L-band antennas

eo polar cross polar

(a) L=3.5 cm, B=7.0 cm, WIB =1.0
(b) L=3.5 cm, B=7.0 cm, WIB =0.9
(c) L=3.5 cm, B=7.0cm, WIB =0.7
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FIGURE 4.7{xii) E- and H-plane coand cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent L-band antennas

eo polar

(a) L=3.5 cm, B=7.0 cm, WIB =0.5
(b) L= 3.5 cm, B=7.0 cm, WIB = 0.3
(e) L=3.5 cm, B= 7.0 cm, WIB = 0.1
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TABLE 4.3(i) Characteristics of radiation patterns ofthe UHF-band antennas given inFigure 4.7.

VB W/B 3dB beamwidth Peak cross-polar level
(deg.) (dB)

E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane

1.0 85 122 -19.83 -12.9

0.9 82 101 -19.37 -12.08

0.7 93 96 -14.1 -12.17
1.5

0.5 97 85 -23.62 -10.27

0.3 90 91 -18.36 -10.42

0.1 86 89 -7.04 -13.76

1.0 92 88 -11.42 -9.39

0.9 98 80 -20.57 -12.55

0.7 102 90 -16.31 -16.59
1.0

0.5 115 93 -15.09 -17.36

0.3 111 99 -18.83 -11.82

0.1 98 77 -23.52 -12.39

1.0 102 79 -20.48 -14.57

0.9 93 81 -19.97 -15.41

0.7 92 87 -21.85 -19.98
0.7

0.5 116 79 -14.8 -16.36

0.3 96 128 -23.05 -12.4

0.1 92 89 -16.27 -12.97

76
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TABLE 4.3(ii) Characteristics ofradiation patterns of the L-band antennas given inFigure 4.7

VB W/B 3dB beamwidth Peak cross-polar level
(deg.) (dB)

E·plane H-plane E-plane H-plane

1.0 118 107 -26.31 -13.57

0.9 121 111 -26.77 -14.27

0.7 115 103 -23.01 -16.76
1.5

0.5 122 85 -21.37 -18.83

0.3 104 94 -19.48 -18.83

0.1 105 116 -23.94 -11.92

1.0 110 102 -14.04 -7.62

0.9 112 99 -24.65 -17.35

0.7 115 110 -24.87 -15.83
1.0

0.5 III 106 -19.05 -18.17

0.3 110 95 -22.17 -17.3

0.1 105 86 -22.53 -12.47

1.0 111 86 -26.08 -8.1

0.9 113 90 -26.04 -15.45

0.7 125 94 -22.8 -16.49
0.5

0.5 120 90 -22.19 -16.49

0.3 94 82 -18.28 -19.7

0.1 79 86 -16.1 -16.55

From Table 4.3 it is clear that in almost all the cases for both the bands, the 3 dB

beamwidth of the present antenna is comparable with that of a rectangular patch antenna. The

cross-polar levels are also found to be better than 12 dB in most of the cases.
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Another observation is the betterment in the cross-polar levels when LIB = 1. From Table

4.3 we can see that when WIB = 1.0 (this is the case of a square patch antenna), the cross-polar

levels are higher in both the bands. As the central width becomes less than B, the cross-polar

level improves to 15 dB or more in almost all cases.

4.2.4 Gain

Gain transfer method has been utilised for measuring the relative gain of the antennas. Few

typical antenna configurations have been selected from both the bands for gain studies.

Rectangularmicrostrip antennas resonating at the same frequency as that of the selected antennas

have been fabricated on the same substrate.

By using a standard wideband ridged horn as the transmitter, an S21 THRU calibration

isperformed by keeping the rectangular patch as the receiver. This antenna is then replaced by

the drum-shaped test antenna and the S21 is measured. The measured S21 will give the relative

gainof the test antenna with respect to the standard rectangular patch antenna. Typical relative

gain plots are shown in Figure 4.8 for both the bands.

The gain of the antenna is not much deteriorated when WIB >0.5. However, the gain of

the antenna becomes less than that of the corresponding rectangular patch antenna as the centre

width becomes less than 0.5 B. This loss in gain may be compensated by integrating suitable I

amplifier circuits [121] or loading with proper superstrates.

4.2.5 Mode identification through near field probing

The mode structure supported by planar microstrip antennas could be analysed through near field

probe measurements. Since antennas are open structures, field probing could be performed very

easily. The electric field intensity just above and perpendicular to the top conductor is measured

as given in [7, 135]. These field values are seen to be a good indication of the fields that are

expected to lie on the lower side of the patch.
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Figure 4.9 shows the measured Z-directed electric field distribution for a typical drum-

shaped antenna configu ration at the co rresponding resonant frequency. From the figure, it is

clear that, for the TMo1mode, the field amplitude varies from a maximum value at the rad iating

edges to a minimum value at the centre.

FIGURE 4.9 Measured magnitude of Z·directed electric field of a typical drum-shaped microstrip antenna at
resonance

Length, L = 3.811cm
Width, B = 3.200cm
W/B = 0.3125
Resonant frequency = 1515 MHz
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4.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF TM10 MODE

This mode is excited by selecting a feed point along the unmodified side. The variation of input

impedance with feed point has already been shown in Figure 4.4. The radiated fields of this

mode are also linearly polarised, but in the XZ plane.

4.3.1 Resonant Frequency

The resonant frequency of this mode is also affected by the central width, W. It is found to be

increasing with the decrease of W. As we are interested in the reduction of resonant frequency,

this mode is not of much interest in this study. The resonant frequency becomes maximum, when

Wis a minimum. The dimensions and location of feed point along the edge of the studied drum

shaped antennas are given in Table 4.4. The variation of resonant frequency with Ware shown

in the Figure 4.10. From figure it is clear that in both the operating bands (UHF and L) for all

theLIB values, the TM lO mode resonant frequency decreases with central width. From Table.

4.4 we can see that in the UHF band when LIB= 0.7, the resonant frequency increases from 724

MHz to 1032 MHz when the central width decreases from its maximum value to 10% of the

maximum value. In the L-band, when LIB = 0.5, the resonant frequency increases from 1058

MHz to 1525 MHz corresponding to the same variation in central width.

From the Table it is also clear that the percentage increase in resonant frequency

decreaseswhen the LIB ratio is greater than 1. In the UHF band when LIB=2 and WIB =0.1, the

percentage increase in frequency is 28.25% and in the L-band it is 7.39%. These values are very

lesscompared to the corresponding values (40.02% in the UHF and 39.39% in the L-band) when

LIB = l.0.
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TABLE 4.4(i) Dimensions, feed location (5) •TM1Omode resonant frequency (fIJ. %increase in resonant frequency
and %bandwidth of various UHF-band drum-shaped antenna configurations used in the study

s: Feed location distance [rom the centre ofthe edge (Y) as shown in Figure 4.4(d)

L B VB W/B s '10 %increase in %bandwidth
cm cm cm MHz resonant

frequency

1.0 4.5 724 0.00 1.38

0.9 3.0 758 4.70 1.19

0.7 3.0 837 15.61 1.79
7.00 10.00 0.70

0.5 1.5 919 26.93 2.19

0.3 1.5 998 37.85 2.00

0.1 1.5 1032 42.54 2.81

1.0 1.0 1037 0.00 1.36

0.9 1.5 1076 3.76 1.86

0.7 1.5 1188 14.56 1.60
7.00 7.00 1.00

0.5 2.0 1301 25.46 1.92

0.3 1.5 1398 34.81 3.13

0.1 1.0 1452 40.02 1.66

1.0 3.5 1027 0.00 1.85

0.9 3.5 1076 4.77 1.86

0.7 3.5 1188 15.68 2.12
10.50 7.00 1.50

0.5 2.5 1271 23.76 1.18

0.3 1.0 1345 30.96 2.23

0.1 1.0 1384 34.76 2.09

1.0 2.5 1363 0.00 1.02

0.9 2.5 1433 5.14 3.43

0.7 2.5 1555 14.09 1.92
10.50 5.25 2.00

0.5 2.0 1667 22.30 2.64

0.3 2.0 1721 26.67 2.27

0.1 1.5 1748 28.25 2.23
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TABLE 4.4(ii) Dimensions, feed location (s) ,TM10mode resonant frequency ((IQ), %increase in resonant frequency
and %bandwidth of various L-band drum-shaped antenna configurations used in the study

s: Feed location distance from the centre of the edge (y) asshown inFigure 4.4(d)

L B VB W/B s flO % increase in %bandwidth
cm cm cm MHz resonant

frequency

1.0 1.4 1058 0.00 0.95

0.9 1.4 1110 4.91 1.80

0.7 1.2 1210 14.37 1.65
3.50 7.00 0.50

0.5 1.0 1334 26.09 1.50

0.3 1.0 1398 32.14 2.15

0.1 0.8 1525 43.19 1.98

1.0 0.2 2087 0.00 1.44

0.9 1.0 2134 2.25 4.47

0.7 0.8 2368 13.46 2.95
3.50 3.50 1.00

0.5 0.8 2590 24.10 2.70

0.3 0.8 2787 33.54 2.16

0.1 0.4 2909 39.39 2.07

1.0 0.8 2834 0.00 3.17

0.9 1.2 2955 4.27 3.05

0.7 1.0 3280 15.74 1.82
3.80 2.53 1.50

0.5 1.0 3780 33.38 2.12

0.3 0.4 3800 34.09 2.62

0.1 0.4 3940 39.03 5.05

1.0 0.4 3760 0.00 2.13

0.9 0.8 3760 0.00 2.67

0.7 0.6 3800 1.06 2.62
4.00 2.00 2.00

0.5 0.8 3880 3.19 1.54

0.3 0.8 3820 1.60 1.57

0.1 0.8 4038 7.39 0.99
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The variation of frequency ratio with W is shown in Figure 4.11. The frequency ratio

between TM IO and TMo l modes (!JOIfo, ) decreases with W. The frequency ratio between these

two modes could be tuned to any value between a maximum and a minimum by suitably

adjusting the central width. Both the modes could be excited separately or together by suitably

selecting the feed point. This dual frequency operation with wide frequency ratio tunability

without increasing the overall antenna size would be of use in typical dual frequency applications

like SAR, GPS, pes, etc.

4.3.2 Impedance Bandwidth

The 10 dB return loss impedance bandwidth of the different antennas are given in Table 4.4.

From the Table we can see that the percentage bandwidth in almost all cases is found to be less

than 3%. This is typical for microstrip antennas and hence it is clear that the geometrical

modification does not have significant effect on the impedance bandwidth of this mode also.

4.3.3 Radiation pattern

Principal plane eo-and cross-polar radiation patterns of few representative antenna

configurations are shown in Figure 4.12. For these antennas the different pattern characteristics

like E- and H-plane 3 dB beamwidths, peak cross-polar level, etc., are given in Table 4.5.
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FIGURE 4.12(i) TM,o mode E- and H-plane coand cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent UHF-band antennas

eo polar cross polar

(a) L = 10,5 cm, B= 7 cm, W/B =0.7
(b) L= 7cm, B= 7 cm, W/B =0.7
(c) L=7 cm, B=10cm, W/B =0.7
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FIGURE 4.12(ii} TMlO mode E- and H-plane coand cross polar radiation patterns ofdifferent L-band antennas

eo polar

(a) L=3.8 cm, B=2.53 cm, W/B =0.9
(b) L=3.5 cm, B=3.5 cm, W/B =0.5
(c) L=3.5cm, B=7 cm, WIS =0.5

cross polar
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TABLE 4.5 Characteristics ofTM10 mode radiation patterns given inFigure 4.12.

UB W/B Operating band 3dB beamwidth (deg.) Peak cross-polar level(dB)

E-plane H-plane E-plane H-plane

1.5 0.7 UHF 116 74 -13.64 -11.27

1.0 0.7 UHF 102 76 -13.45 -12.06

0.7 0.7 UHF 95 68 -10.42 -9.650

1.5 0.9 L 133 57 -16.95 -18.81

1.0 0.5 L 128 83 -19.65 -20.23

0.5 0.5 L 102 119 -17.75 -13.30

From the above observations it is found that the new drum-shaped microstrip antenna is

acting as a compact antenna without deteriorating the radiation characteristics compared to an

equivalent rectangular microstrip antenna. This compact nature of the antenna makes this as an

excellent radiating element in systems where size of the antenna is a major concern. In addition,

this antenna may be used as a substitute for conventional microstrip patches like rectangular/

circular.



Chapter 5

THEORETICAL INTERPRETATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Inthis chapter complete theoretical analysis of the new compact drum-shaped microstrip antenna

ispresented. The analysis is based on segmentation teclmique, cavity model and aperture model.

The analysis can predict different antenna characteristics like resonant frequency, mode of

operation, radiation pattern, input impedance, etc. The predicted results are validated through

experimental results for different antenna geometries.

5.2 ANALYSIS

Configuration of the new drum-shaped compact microstrip antenna along with the coordinate

system is shown in Figure 5.1. It consists of a drum-shaped metallic patch on one side of a
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dielectricsubstrate of thickness, h and relative dielectric constant, er' The different steps in the

analysis are described below.

"-----GROUND PLANE+T

FIGURE 5.1 Configuration ofthe new drum-shaped compact microstrip antenna

5.2.1 Magnetic wall model formation

The magnetic wall model of the given patch is developed by providing equivalent outward edge

extensions terminated in a pure magnetic wall. The edge extensions are to replace the effect of

fringing fields at the peripheries of the antenna geometry. These edge extensions depend on the

planar dimensions of the patch, relative dielectric constant and substrate thickness. Equivalent

edge extensions for the commonly used microstrip radiating geometries like rectangular and

circular patches are there in the literature [1, 3, 136]. In the case of arbitrary shaped patches,
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sometimes an extension available for the shape closest to the given shape is used. In any case it

is desirable to have the same extension all around the patch. An extension of the order of the

height of the substrate can be selected as the best approximation [35,62]. Here also we have

chosen an edge extension equal to the height of the substrate all around the periphery. The patch

with edge extensions is shown in Figure 5.2. The solid line indicates the actual physical boundary

of the patch and the dashed line indicates the virtual periphery of the patch after giving

equivalent edge extensions. This virtual patch geometry is used for the calculations in the

remaining parts ofthe thesis.

h ~ MAGNETIC WALL. l-__~L _

\\,-\--~--~,'---r//I
\
\
\

FIGURE 5.2 Geometry ofthe antenna with edge extensions to incorporate the fringing field effects

5.2.2 Segmentation

The geometry with equivalent edge extensions is divided into different segments for which

Green's functions are available. The present antenna is segmented into four triangular and one

rectangular shaped segments as shown in Figure 5.3. The Green's functions of rectangular and

triangularsegments are known. As the Green's functions of30°-60°-90° and 45°-45°-90° triangles

areavailable, mainly three symmetric drum-shaped antenna configurations as shown in Figure
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5.4 are analysed in detail. These configurations are named for convenience based on the type of

triangular segment associated to it. Figure 5.4(a) is named as TSNT antenna indicating Thirty-

Sixty-Ninety degree cornered Triangular segments. Here the first letter indicates angle a, second

letter indicates angle p and third letter indicates remaining right angle of the triangular segment.

Based on this convention the configurations given in Figure 5.4(b) and (c) are named as STNT

antenna (antenna with Sixty-Thirty-Ninety degree cornered Triangular segments) and FFNT

antenna (antenna with Forty five-Forty five-Ninety degree cornered Triangular segments)

respectively. The details of the antenna geometries used in the theoretical study are given in

Table 5.1

TABLE 5.1 Details ofthe antennas used inthe theoretical analysis

Name of the antenna L B Er h Type of triangular
configuration (cm) (cm) (cm) segments

TSNT 1 6.9282 6.00 4.5 0.160 300-600_900

FFNT 1 6.9282 8.9282 4.5 0.160 45°_450-900

STNT1 6.9282 14.00 4.5 0.160 60°-300-900

TSNT2 6.9282 6.00 6.0 0.065 30°-60°-90°

FFNT2 6.9282 8.9282 6.0 0.065 450_45°-900

STNT2 6.9282 14.00 6.0 0.065 60°.30°-90°

TSNT) 6.9282 8.00 4.5 0.160 30°-60°_90°

FFNT] 6.9282 10.9282 4.5 0.160 45°-450-900

STNT) 6.9282 16.00 4.5 0.160 60°-30°-90°

TSNT4 6.9282 8.00 6.0 0.065 30°_60°_900

FFNT4 6.9282 10.92g2 6.0 0.065 45°-45°_90°

STNT4 6.9282 16.00 6.0 0.065 60°-300_900

TSNTs 6.9282 6.00 2.21 0.055 30°-60°.90°

TSNT6 6.9282 8.00 2.21 0.055 30°-60°-90°
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B

FIGURE 5.3 The picture depicting segmentation into five segments

c
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(a) (b) (e)

FIGURE 5.4 Three symmetric drum-shaped antenna configurations

(a) TSNT (antenna with Thirty Sixty Ninety degree cornered Triangular segments)
(b) STNT (antenna with Sixty Thirty Ninety degree cornered Triangular segments)
(c) FFNT (antenna with Forty five Forty five Ninety degree cornered Triangular segments)

The continuous connection between segments are now replaced by interconnection at a

number discrete points. Now a port is attached to each interconnection point. The width of a

port is kept S A/20, where Ag is the wavelength inside the dielectric medium. This is to ensure
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that the current density is uniform over the width of the port. .

B

FIGURE 5.4 Segmented antenna geometry showing various ports

Figure 5.4 shows the segmented antenna geometry with ports and interconnection points.

The individual segments having regular geometrical shapes (rectangular and triangular) are now

treated as multi-port microwave planar circuits and can be analysed by using two dimensional

impedance Green's functions available for these shapes. The Z-matrices of the individual

segments are obtained from the Green's functions as given in [2, 8, 9]

(5-1)

where (x
iJ

• Y,) denote the locations of the two ports and Wi• ~ represents the corresponding

physical port widths. The Green's function G is usually a doubly infinite summation with terms
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corresponding to various modes of the planar resonator with magnetic walls as given in [2]

00 00

G(x,y / xo'Yo) =JCJ) lloh L L
m=-OO n=-OO

•'lJ.... (x,y) 'lJ ....(xo'y~

k 2 _k2
mn

(5-2)

where WlIlll is the eigen function of the mn1h mode of the segment and km/l is the corresponding

eigen value. The wave number k is given by

. (5-3)

where ko is the free space wave number and GrejJ is the effective dielectric constant. For a

rectangular segment, it is given as

e + 1
= -'- +e,,,, 2

e -1,
2

1
(5-4)

where b is the width of the rectangular segment.

For a triangular segment GrejJ is obtained from

e + 1
e =-'-+

rolf 2
e -1r

2
1

(5-5)

where a is the hypotenuse of the triangular segment.
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5.2.3 Multi-port connection method

In this method, the Z-matrix of the overall antenna geometry is obtained by combining the Z-

matrices of the individual segments one after another. Figure 5.5 shows two segments ofa typical

drum-shaped antenna with ports designated suitably for this method. To determine the impedance

matrix of the combination of the two segments A and B, the ports l(feed port), 6, 7,8,9, 10 and

11 are designated as external p ports and the rest as connected ports. The connected ports are

subdivided into groups q and r ports. Here q ports are the connected ports of segment A (2 and

3) and r ports are the corresponding ports of segment B (5 and 4).

t 7 8

§ ~ 6 9

B AB

3 § .10 10

2 ~ .11 11

A

FIGURE 5.5 Two segments ofa typical antenna demonstrating the multi-port connection method

The RF port voltages and port currents of segments A and B can be now written generally

as [2, 6, 9]
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v Z Z i pp

~
pt pr

V = Z Z r. (5-6)9 fill "V Zrp Z Z I,r
'9 ,..

i.e.,

VI
11

0 0 0 0 0 0 ZI2 Zn 0 0 t,
V~ 0 Z66 Z67 Z6I Z69 Z610 Z611 0 0 Z64 Z6S ~
V7 0 Z76 Z77 Z7. Z79 Z710 Z7I1 0 0 Z74 Z7~ t;
V. 0 ZI6 Z.7 Z.. Z.9 ZIIO ZIII 0 0 Z.. Z.s i.
V9

0 Z~ Z97 Z9. Z99 Z910 Z911 0 0 Z94 z~ 4
VIO

0 ZI~ ZI07 ZIOI ZI(9 ZIOIO ZIOI1 0 0 ZI04 ZI~

0 ZI16 ZII7 ZIII ZII9 ZI110 ZIIII 0 0 ZI14 ZIIS
~O

VII ill (5-7)

Vz ZZI 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z22 Z23 0 0 ~
V

3 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z32 Z)) 0 0 ~

V4 0 Z46 Z47 Z4. Z.9 Z.IO Z411 0 0 Z44 Z.S t.
Vs 0 Z~6 ZS7 Z~I Z~9 Z~IO ZSII 0 0 Z~4 Z5~ t,
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Now applying interconnection constraints in the above equation to get the overall

impedance matrix of the combination of segments A and B. The interconnection constraints

are[2]

v = V
" r

and (5~8)

i, + f = 0r

On substituting (5-8) in (5-6) and eliminating Vq. V" Iqand 11" the Z-matrix of the overall

structure is obtained as [51]

Z = Z + r - Z ) rz - z - Z -z tl r - z ]
P If' ~P9 pr ~" IT r, trJ tz'P •

(5-9)

Now, from (5-7) one obtains the impedance matrix of the combination ofsegments A and

three remaining triangular segments are now attached one by one to get the overall impedance

matrix of the new compact micro strip antenna.

5.2.4 Resonant frequency

The resonance in a patch antenna can be considered as a parallel type resonance [137] and hence

a large value of input reactance is the indication of resonance of the lossless cavity under the

patch. Here, the input reactance of the lossless (as we have not incorporated the losses like
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radiation, dielectric, surface wave, etc., here) cavity under the patch is obtained from the overall

impedance matrix of the structure as explained in the previous section.

The resonant frequencies of the antenna configurations mentioned in Table 5.1 are

computed by evaluating the impedance matrix elements of the different segments using the

corresponding impedance Green's functions. Actually the numerical computation of the

impedance matrix elements involves the integration of Green's functions over the port widths

as given in (5-1). The order of integrations and summations (in the Green's function) can be

interchanged and for a rectangular segment, the impedance matrix element Zip corresponding to

two ports oriented along the Y-direction (coordinate system is shown in Figure 5.6) namely i

and j is given by [2, 8, 9]

y

x

(B)

y

o
(b)

I- Pod ofwidth • W

y

x

(c)

x

FIGURE 5.6 Coordinate system and orientation ofports for different segments

(a) Rectangular segment with ports oriented along V-direction
(b) 30°-60° right angled triangle with ports oriented along different sides
(c) 45°-45° right angled triangle with ports oriented along different sides
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Zij = - CF L o/cosk.u/ cosk.uJ cosv,x.. COSY/Xl

1=0

w W
sinc(k -')sinc(k -1)

.. 2 • 2

ylsinylF
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(5-10)

• • kll~
-jCFL cosk..uJ cosk"u, srn--

'.1..1 2

where

kW
sinc----!!.......1

2 1,

C = jWJ.lh
ab

F=a

Y, = ±Jkl-k.l

U, = Y,

UJ =YJ

k = nn
• b

0/ • {~ if i .. 0
otherwise

X, = max(x"x)

X,.. = x,-a

Q and b are the dimensions of the segment and h is the height of the substrate used. The sign of

Yt is selected in such a way that the imaginary part of it is negative. Wi and Jtj are the widths of

the III and /11 ports. Here the value ofL selected is 20 and the maximum value of I used is 50.

Ports oriented along the other direction is not relevant here.

For a 30°_60°_90° triangular segment, the impedance matrix element Zij corresponding to

h .111 d JII •• b [8]t e I an J ports IS grven y

(5-11)



For ports located along side QC, I(i) is given by

1(1) alW amW
- = (-1) 'ces«ls sinc--I .. (-1) "'cosams sinc--I

~ 2 2
«nw

.. (-1) "cose as sinc--I
2

where
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(5-11a)

_ 2n
a 0<$<1

For ports oriented along side AC (feed port)

l(t) = cos [ ~(m-n)] sinc[a(m-n)] .. cos[~(n-l)] slnc[a(n-l)]
~

.. cos[p(l-m)] sinc[a{l-m)]

where

(5-11b)

nW
a· -

3a
0<$<1 and P • 2ns

3

For ports oriented along side OA



l(/) • (-1)1 cos[p(m-n)] sinc[«(m-n)]+(-I)"' cos[p(n-l)] sinc[«(n-l)]
~

(-1)" cos[p(l-m)] sinc[«(l-m)]

•

where
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(5-llc)

nW« ~ -
3a

p = 2ns
3

O<s<..!. and a is the length of the hypotenuse.
2

For a 450_450_900 triangular segment, the impedance matrix element ZiP corresponding

h .fll d Jh •• bto t elan } ports IS grven y

For ports oriented along OA, Iti) is given by

l(£) nn W mn W- • cosnns sinc-- + (-1)"'" cosmns sinc--
~ 2a 2a .

and for ports oriented along AB (feed port)

l(£) • (-I)"' cos[(m+n)ns] sinc[(m+n)«]
W/

+ cos [(m -n)n s] sinc[(m-n)« J

(5-12)

(5-12a)

(5-12b)
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where

nW
Cl ~--

2.[ia
o < s < 1 and a is the length of any side other than hypotenuse.

The Z-matrices ofdifferent segments are now combined together by means of multi-port

connection method as described in section 5.2.3. The input reactance (lossless cavity under the

patch) at the feed point is obtained after combining the impedance matrix elements ofthe five

segments. The variation of input reactance with frequency for three typical antenna

configurations mentioned in Table 5.1 are shown in Figure 5.7. The number of ports used for

the calculation, theoretical resonant frequencies and experimental resonant frequencies obtained

for them are shown in Table 5.2. From the table it is found that the present theory can predict the

resonant frequency with an error less than 3.5 %.

5.2.5 Electric field variation

The electric field variation along the periphery of the antenna is required to identify the mode of

operation, determination of radiation patterns, power radiated, etc. The electric field variation

in a segment can be obtained from the Green's function, G(s/so) as [6]

E, = i *fG(s's)JCs)dso
(5-13)

where J(sr.;J is the excitation current density along the interconnection. It can be determined from

the interconnection point currents which are computed from (5-6) by incorporating the

interconnection constraints.
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FIGURE 5.7 Variation of input reactance of the lossless cavity under the patch corresponding to three typical
antenna configurations
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(b) FFNT3
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TABLE 5.2 The theoretical and Experimental resonant frequencies ofthe different antenna configurations

No. of
Resonant Frequency in MHz

Name of the antenna
configuration ports used Theoretical Experimental %Error

(Fm) (FE) (fE- fm)lfE* 100

TSNT 1 41 824 812 1.48

FFNT 1 41 695 709 1.97

STNT] 41 548 560 2.14

TSNT2 41 710 699 1.57

FFNT2 41 588 588 0.0

STNT2 41 468 477 1.89

TSNT3 41 867 872 0.57

FFNT3 41 725 750 3.33

STNT3 41 606 614 1.30

TSNT4 41 726 724 0.28

FFNT4 41 610 630 3.17

STNT4 41 530 520 1.92

TSNT j 41 1224 1230 0.49

TSNT6 41 1249 1262 1.03

The RF currents at the interconnecting q ports are given by [2, 9]

f = (z +z) -I (z -Z ) t, "rr ,.,.,

Jts.) is given by [138)

-1 J!..... (k-l)1tso
J(sJ = - L QJ; cos.----"-

L ,t-I L

(5-14)

(5-15)
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where L is the interconnection length, So is the running coordinate along the interconnection, a k

is the expansion coefficient for the k1h mode and p represents the number of modes in the

segment, which is equal to the number of ports along the interconnection. The expansion

coefficients are determined by equating the p interconnection point currents to the excitation

current along the interconnection. i.e.,

l(sJ = L J(sJ
(5-16)

Now a set ofp simultaneous equations are obtained and which could be solved for getting the

expansion coefficients.

For the segment shown in Figure 5.8, the electric field at a point (x, y) will contain

contributions from both interconnecting sides. It is given by

L L

E,(x,y) = i *f G(x,y!xO'yJJ\(YJdyo + i *f G(x,y!XO,yJJ2(YJdyo

o 0

where Jlyr) is the excitation current density along interconnection side 1 and Jlyr) is the same

along side 2. They are obtained as

a similar expression can be used for Jlyr).

(5-18)
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y
(X,y)

x

I'-WC~

FIGURE 5.8 Rectangular segment with various dimensions forcomputing electric field at any point (x, y)

The electric field variation in other segments can be evaluated in a similar manner and

hence we can compute the field variation along the periphery of the antenna. To get the radiation

pattern and the effective loss tangent, the Z-directed electric field along the patch periphery IS

to be determined.

For the rectangular middle segment (see the coordinate system assigned in Figure 5.6),

the Green's function used is given by [2, 8]

(5-19)
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where

k•
m1t

a
and

if I • 0
otherwise

k = n1t
Y b

For the 30°_60°_90° triangular segments for the coordinate system shown in Figure 5.6,

the Green's function used is given by [2, 8]

where

T( ) ( 1)-{·....) 21t (-m-n)x 21t (rn-n)yx,y • - cos cos---'--~'-
Via 3a

+ (-l)"cos 21t mx cos21t (2n+m)-y-
Via 3a

.. 21tnx y+(-1) cos-- cos21t(-2m-n)-
Via 3a

(5-20)

(5-20a)

For the 45°_45°_90° triangular segments, the Green's function used is given by [2, 8]
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where

m x x nlty ",... nltx m ti y
T(x,y) - cos-- cos-- + (-1) cos-- cos--

a a a a

(5-21)

(5-21a)

The computed electric field variation along the periphery of some antenna configurations

given in Table 5.1 are normalised and plotted in Figure 5.9. From these field variations the mode

is identified as TMO\ ' as there is no field variation along X-direction and one halfwave variation

along Y-direction. The computed electric field variations in Figure 5.9 are associated with cosine

quarter wave variations from A to B, constant field from B to C, cosine quarter wave variation

from e to D, again cosine quarter wave variation from D to E, constant field from E to F and

cosine quarter wave variation from F to A. From the Figure it is clear that the cosine field

variation approximations are accurate. These approximations are useful for the computation of

radiation pattern of the antenna.

5.2.6 Aperture model development

In this model, the microstrip antenna is converted into an equivalent aperture antenna and the

radiation characteristics are determined with the spatial Fourier transform ofthe aperture electric

field [35 ].
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FIGURE 5.9 Computed electric field variation along the perifery ofthree typical antenna configurations
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Figure 5.10 shows the geometry ofthe antenna and the coordinate system. The radiation

field in the half space z > 0 is completely determined by the tangential component of electric

field in the plane z = O. The tangential component of electric field is zero on the patch

metallisation (as it is assumed to be perfectly conducting) and at large distances from the patch

in the plane z = O. However, tangential component ofelectric field will exist in the close vicinity

of the patch. Thus we can say that the radiation is due to this tangential component of electric

field in an aperture extending along the entire periphery of the antenna.

~
h

T '------GROUND PLANE

X
FIGURE 5.10 The coordinate system ofthe new drum-shaped antenna

y

One can simplify this approach on the basis ofthe fact that, the variation of tangential

field in the radiating aperture along direction perpendicular to the edges of the patch has no

important influence on the radiation field [35]. In the simplified model the aperture field is

assumed to be a constant, Ea' over a small distance /!,. from the edge of the resonator. The already

computed Z-directed electric field along the periphery can be taken as equal to Ea and t1 can be

equated to h, the dielectric thickness. This can be justified because, the electric field at the
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periphery of the antenna gives rise to fringing fields which are responsible for radiation [ I] .

These fields are accounted by giving an equivalent outward edge extension equal to the height

of the substrate as described in the magnetic wall model.

The aperture model of the antenna contains an infinite conducting plane at z = 0 with

slots of width " around the surface of the patch excited by an electric field Eaas shown in Figure

5.11.

RADIATING
~ APERTURE

CONDUCTING
SURFACE.

FIGURE 5.11 Aperture """el of!he antenna. The w'<lths of !he slots are selected to be equal 10 !he height of !he
substrateused. h and the excitation field isE.

5.2.7 Determ ination of radiation pattern

The radiating apertu re constructed as described earlier can be considered to be made up of 6

radiating aperture slots (S/. S}o SJ- 84, SJ and 56) as shown in Figure 5.12. The slots are assumed

to be havi ng a width equal to the d ielectric thickn ess (h). From Figure 5,9 it is found that the

assumed cosine and computed electric field variations along the periphery closely resembles and
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the former is used as the aperture excitations for the computation of radiation patterns as given

below.

The aperture excitation fields EJ and E4 corresponding to slots SI and S4 are given by

r - - -~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I

\:~ S4 ~~i TT
\ I
\ I ~~
\ I

\\\ f~ ,?':P /
}_ .lL:

I \
I \

I \
I \

I \
IS, 81 \

I \
I \

I \
I \

I IV \
I .... \

I \
I I - \
L-;~ SI ~I-.L ~

r 2b >1

FIGURE 5.12 Configuration of radiating slots for computing the farfield

(5-22)

hm1t(b+-+x)
2

2(b+!!.)
2

El =El, =Eo cos -----1

The aperture excitation fields E2 and E6 corresponding to slots S2 and S6 are given by

E = E = E COS[~(l +-1-)]
2 6 0 21 JlMW sine

~

(5-23)
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The aperture excitation fields E, and E5 corresponding to slots S, and S, are given by

E = E = E COS[~(1 +-L)]
l 5 0 2 [ J1IWW sin u

P"'"

where I = (I + !!..)
J1IWW p 2

(5-24)

111,11 are the mode numbers and Eo is the maximum amplitude of aperture excitation.

The far field components produced by these aperture excitations are determined by taking

their spatial Fourier transforms [35] as given below

x-
!T(E.) = f

y-

f E. it"" i Y dx dy

x.. y..

where

k" = ko sine cosel>

ky = ko sine sin4>

k = 2n
o )..

o

and }.o is the free space wavelength

(5-25)

The aperture excitation field Ea and the limits of integration varies according to the

radiating slots. For TMo1mode (fundamental mode in our case), the far field contributions from
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E, and E4have only Y-directedcomponents, where as E2, E3, E5 and E6 have got both X - and

Y-directed components. We can write the Fourier transform of the complete excitation field as

E -fE+fE
'0lIII - • • )l Y

(5-26)

where Ex and Ey are obtained by vectorially adding the X- and Y- directed components after

incorporating the spatial phase shifts as below

(5-27)

(5-28)

where Elf and E4f are the Y-directed far field components produced by slot excitations El and E4

respectively. E2xf, E3xp E5xf and E6:cj are the X-directed far field components produced due to

aperture excitations E2, E3, E5and E6respectively. Elyp E3yjl E5y/ and E6)f are the corresponding

Y-directed far field components. (Six' SlY)' (S2:x,S2y)"",(S6x,S6Y) are the co-ordinates of the centre

points of the slots S"S2""S6 respectively. The total far field produced can be written as [35]
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(5-29)

where

The two principal plane patterns (E- and H-plane) are obtained by taking IE.I in <p =

90° plane and lE I in q> = 0° plane respectively.
•

The computed and measured radiation patterns of different antenna configurations

mentioned in Table 5.1, in the two principal planes (E- and H-plane) are shown in Figure 5.13.

From the above figures it is clear that the computed and experimental patterns are in good

agreement.

5.2.8 Determination of power radiated

Total power radiated from the microstrip antenna fed at the periphery as shown in Figure 5.2 can

be determined by normalising the input voltage at the feed point (xIPYo) to 1 V. i.e.,

(5-30)

for TMo1 mode
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FIGURE 5.13{i} Computed and measured radiation patterns ofdifferent drum-shaped antenna configurations

(a) TSNT,
(b) FFNT,
(c) STNT,

measured computed
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FIGURE 5.13(ii} Computed and measured radiation pattems ofdifferent drum-shaped antenna configurations

(a) TSNT2
(b) FFNT~

(c) STNT2

measured computed
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FIGURE 5.13(iii) Computed and measured radiation patterns ofdifferent drum-shaped antenna configurations

(a) TSNTJ

(b) FFNTJ

(e) STNTJ

measured computed
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E-PlANE
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(a)
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FIGURE 5.13(iv) Computed and measured radiation patterns ofdifferent drum-shaped antenna configurations

(a) TSNT4

(b) FFNT4

(c) STNT.

measured computed
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(5-31 )

II' and a have got the same meanings as in the previous section (see Figure 5.12). Eo obtained

from the above equation will be used for the evaluation ofEeand E tp and which in turn will be

used for the computation of the total radiated power as given below

x

Z Z"

P, = ~ f f (IEol Z + IE.lz ) sinB r? del> dB
o 0 0

where 20 is the wave impedance of free space

5.2.9 Stored energy in the cavity

(5-32)

The total stored energy (Wstotal) in the cavity formed by the microstrip patch on one side, ground

plane on the other side and magnetic walls along the periphery of the patch at resonance is

determined by adding the time averaged electric and magnetic field energy under each segment.

The stored energy under a segment is generally given by

E. is given by (5-18) and v is the volume of the cavity constituted by the segment.

(5-33)
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As explained earlier, for the rectangular segment, the electric field along Y-direction

vanes in a cosine manner and constant field along Z and X-directions, we can simplify (5-33)

as.

Wrea = i eo e,., hw; f IEzyl2 dy
,I (5-34)

where E;:y is the Z-directed field variation along Y-direction, wr is the width of the rectangular

segment and rl represents the integration path along the length of the segment.

For a triangular segment, the stored energy is numerically equal to half of the stored

energy under a rectangle having length and breadth equal to the base and altitude of the right-

angled triangular segment. Assuming cosine quarter wave variation along Y-direction and

constant field along X and Z-directions, the stored energy under the newly formed rectangular

segment (W"ell"'cc/) is calculated using (5-34). Stored energy under the triangular segment (W/t',al/glc)

is given by

So total stored energy, Ws/olttl is given by

W"otd = W'fCl + 4 WIrl"'l!'

(5-35)

(5-36)
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The quality factor of the antenna can be computed by knowing the total power lost (P1os/) and the

total stored energy (Wsto/al) as

Q= (5-37)

where UJr = 2 Jr fal andfa, is the TMo1mode resonant frequency.

The total power lost is the sum ofthe power loss due to radiation (Pr)' power loss due to

the finite conductivity of the copper walls (Pc), dielectric loss (Pd) and surface wave loss (Ps...,)'

I.e.,

(5-38)

::::p
r

as PC' Pd and Psware not significant at lower frequencies and for lower order modes. P, and ~/olal

are obtained as described earlier.

5.2.11 Input impedance

The actual input impedance of the antenna is evaluated by incorporating the total energy lost as

an effective loss tangent, Def!" This effective loss tangent modifies the dielectric constant to a
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complex value. This complex permittivity is given by

(5-39)

where 0ejJ is given by

(5-40)

This new value of dielectric constant modifies the wave number to an effective value, kef]' given

by

(5-41)

The impedance matrix elements of the various segments will be now computed once

again. The effective wavenumber, kejp will be used in the evaluation ofthe Green's functions. The

impedance matrix elements of the different segments are now combined together by multi-port

connection method as explained earlier in section 5.2.3 to get the complex input impedance of

the antenna. Now a purely real value of the input impedance indicates resonance.

The computed and measured input impedance in and around the resonant frequency for

different antenna configurations given in Table 5.1 are shown in Figure 5.14. The theoretical and

experimental impedance loci are in close agreement for different dielectric substrates and antenna

dimensions.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5.14{i} Computed and measured input impedance variations of different drum-shaped antenna
configurations in and around the resonance frequency (increasing frequency isclockwise)

(a) TSNT1

(b) FFNT1
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(a)

FIGURE 5.14(ii) Computed and measured input impedance variations of different drum-shaped antenna
configurations in and around the resonance frequency (increasing frequency isclockwise)

(a) STNT,
(b) TSNT2
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5.14(iii) Computed and measured input impedance variations of different drum-shaped antenna
configurations inand around the resonance frequency (increasing frequency isclockwise)

(a) FFNT2
(b) STNT2
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5.14(iv) Computed and measured input impedance variations of different drum-shaped antenna
configurations inand around the resonance frequency (increasing frequency isclockwise)

(a) TSNT3

(b) FFNT3
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(b)

FIGURE 5.14(v) Computed and measured input impedance variations of different drum-shaped antenna
configurations inand around the resonance frequency (increasing frequency isclockwise)

(a) STNT3
(b) TSNT4
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5.14(vi) Computed and measured input impedance variations of different drum-shaped antenna
configurations inand around the resonance frequency (increasing frequency isclockwise)

(a) FFNT4

(b) STNT4
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The new compact drum-shaped antenna has been analysed for different characteristics

like resonant frequency, mode ofoperation, field variation along the periphery, radiation pattern,

input impedance, bandwidth, etc. The analysis can be performed only on those antenna

configurations, which could be divided into a combination of rectangular and triangular

segments. The triangular segments should be of the 30°_60°_90° or 45°_45°_90° type. Different

antenna configurations satisfying the above condition have been analysed completely and the

results obtained were compared with experimental results. Excellent agreement between them

is observed. The slight difference between them could be attributed to fabrication tolerances

and/or poor modelling of fringing fields.



Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presents the conclusions drawn from the experimental and theoretical investigations

carried out on the drum-shaped compact microstrip antenna. The conclusions drawn from

experimental and theoretical investigations are considered separately. Suggestions for further

work in the field are given at the end of the chapter.

6.1 INFERENCES FROM EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

The characteristics of three possible types (LIB < 1, LIB = 1, LIB> 1) ofdrum-shaped antennas

are studied in the UHF- and L-bands. From the exhaustive experimental investigations it is found

that the drum-shaped antenna is resonating at a lower frequency compared to a conventional

microstrip antenna having same surface area. It is observed that the resonant frequency of the
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drum-shaped antenna due to electric field variation along the length of the patch is found to be

decreasing with the central width. Figure 4.5 indicates clearly this shift of resonant frequency

with respect to central width. From Table 4.1 it is clear that the effect is true for all types of

drum-shaped microstrip antennas in both the bands.

The area requirement of different drum-shaped antennas have been presented and

compared in Table 4.2 with the commonly used rectangular patches. From these observations,

it is clear that the drum-shaped antenna requires very less area compared to an ordinary

rectangular patch antenna operating at the same frequency and fabricated on the same substrate.

The drum-shaped microstrip antenna possess an easy method for frequency tuning.

Frequency tuning through reduction ofresonant frequency can be achieved by slightly reducing

the central width. Whereas, in the case of rectangular microstrip antennas, the reduction in

frequency is achieved only by increasing the length and which in turn requires the fabrication of

a new antenna. Frequency tuning through increase of resonant frequency can also be achieved

through the reduction of resonant length as in the case of rectangular patches. Hence without

fabricating a new antenna, increasing or decreasing of resonant frequency can be achieved by

suitably trimming the length or central width of the antenna.

The radiation pattern characteristics have been studied in detail. From Figure 4.7. and

Table 4.3, it is clear that the pattern of the antenna is almost similar to those of rectangular

patches. The cross-polar levels in most of the cases are found to be better than 12 dB.

Gain of the antenna has been compared with gain of an equivalent rectangular patch

fabricated on the same substrate. Figure 4.8 gives a comparison between the two. It is observed

that, in all the cases, in both the bands the gain is not much affected when the central width is

greater than 50% of the radiating edge width for TMo1 mode.

The presence of the mode due to the field variation along the length of the patch is

confirmed by measuring the electric field variation under the patch at the resonant frequency.
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Figure 4.9 shows that there is half wave variation ofelectric field amplitude along the length of

the patch and virtually no variation along the width of the antenna.

Finally, the mode due to field variation along the other side is studied and observed that

the resonant frequency increases with a decrease in central width. The study of this mode opens

the possibility of using this as a dual frequency orthogonally polarised antenna. The frequency

ratio between the two frequencies is found to be increasing with the decrease in central width.

This is demonstrated in Figure 4.11. Here also frequency ratio tuning can be performed by

trimming the central width.

6.2 INFERENCES FROM THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

A method based on segmentation technique, cavity model and spatial Fourier transform

technique is used for the analysis of the antenna configurations. The analysis could predict the

characteristics like resonant frequency, electric field variation along the periphery of the patch,

radiation pattern, input impedance, etc., of the antenna.

For the analysis, the antenna geometry is divided into four triangular and one rectangular

segments. The fringing fields, which are responsible for the radiation are accounted by giving

equivalent edge extensions equal to the height of the substrate. The continuous interconnection

between the segments are now discretised. A port is associated with each of these points whose

width is kept s ).g/20 to enable us to assume that there is no field variation over the width of a

port. The impedance matrix elements of different segments are now computed and combined

together to get the overall impedance matrix of the antenna. From the study of the reactance

variation with respect to frequency as shown in Figure 5.7, we can determine the resonant

frequency of the antenna.

The different port currents are computed at resonant and the discrete port currents are

converted into a continuous current density along the interconnection length. This continuous
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current density is used for the determination of the field variation along the periphery of the

antenna. A typical field variation along the periphery is shown in Figure 5.9. From the nature

of this field variation we can identify the mode of excitation of the antenna.

Aperture model of the antenna is now developed as explained in Section 5.2.6 and the

radiation patterns are computed. The power radiated is computed from the radiation pattern

expression. The total stored energy under the cavity is determined using the field variation under

the patch. The quality factor of the cavity under the patch is calculated and is used for the

determination of the complex dielectric constant. This value is then used for the evaluation of

the impedance matrix elements to get the actual input impedance of the antenna.

The theoretical analysis can predict the resonant frequency, impedance of the antenna,

the radiation pattern, mode ofoperation, field variation along the periphery with in a tolerable

limits. The slight difference in the theoretical and experimental values may be attributed to the

fabrication tolerances and/or the poor modelling of fringing fields.

6.3 SOME POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED
ANTENNA

The drum-shaped antenna may find applications in areas, where antenna size is a major

constraint. The size of the antenna is very crucial ifit is to be integrated with active devices in

a GaAs substrate in the case of Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMICs). Being a

compact microstrip antenna, the proposed antenna may be a suitable candidate in such

applications.

The development of compact, confonnal low-cost antennas have received much

attention in recent years due to the demand from personal communication systems, global

positioning system etc. The most important requirement for an antenna element to be used in

such applications is the compact size. The drum-shaped antenna, being a simple compact
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microstrip antenna element may find applications in such systems.

This antenna can effectively replace conventional rectangular and circular patches in

applications like phased arrays as there is no deterioration in gain compared to an equivalent

rectangular patch antenna till the central width reaches 50% of the radiating edge width.

6.4 SCOPE FOR FURTHER WORK IN THE FIELD

Like other microstrip antenna elements, this also suffers from poor impedance bandwidth. The

bandwidth enhancement of this new compact microstrip antenna would be an interesting topic

for further work. The bandwidth of the antenna may be improved by parasitic loading of the

antenna, by using proper superstrates, or by loading with suitable dielectric resonators.

The effect of impedance bandwidth using different feeding techniques like proximity

coupling, aperture coupling, superstrate loading etc. also may be an interesting field of study.

Different geometrical modifications of the drum-shaped antenna obtained by altering

the irregular side periphery using circular, parabolic, logarithmic, etc., curves can be studied in

detail for enhancing the impedance bandwidth.



Appendix A

COMPACT DUAL FREQUENCY
MICROSTRIP ANTENNA

A.1 INTRODUCTION

Compact dual frequency microstrip antennas are getting more and more attention due to the fast

developments in the area of communication. A microstrip antenna could be made compact

through different methods. Some of the methods involve the use of a shorting pin [110, 119,

120, 121] and some others involve the geometrical modification [97, 115, 143]. In this appendix,

we present a dual frequency microstrip antenna by adding a shorting pin to a compact drum-

shaped microstrip antenna. The shorting pin provided dual frequency operation along with

further reduction of the resonant frequency. The range of frequency ratio of the antenna can

be varied by changing the aspect ratio.
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A.2 DESIGN DETAILS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The schematic diagram of the proposed miniature dual frequency microstrip antenna is shown

in Figure A. I. The configuration consists of a drum-shaped patch [143] etched on a substrate of

thick ness h and dielectric constant cr_L is the length, B is the width and W is the central width

of the antenna. The feed point and shorting pin positions are specified in tenus ofcoordinates (x,

T
B

1

L

T (XI, y~ (x . y.)
W ~ - - - - -.~ - ~SHORTJNG PlN

i- ~
PROBEFEED

DRU~D
PATCH

FIGURE A.1Geometry of the proposed miniature dual frequency drum-shaped microstrip antenna

The different characteristics of the antenna like resonance frequency, input impedance,

radiat ion pattern, etc., are measured as explained in Chapter 3.

A.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is noted that the maximum reduction in size of the antenna is achieved if the shorting pin is
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placed at the centre of the radiating edge. With a prudent selection ofthe feed point along the Y-

axis, matching without the excitation of TM IOmode can be achieved. Here, the antenna is found

resonating with the first two frequencies having the same polarisation by eliminating TMlOmode.
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FIGURE A.2 Variation offirst and second mode resonant frequencies with central width

Figure A.2 shows the variation of first and second resonance frequencies with central

width W for a typical drum-shaped antenna with length L = 3.8 cm, width B = 2.53 cm, fabricated

on a substrate of Er = 4.5 and h = 0.16 cm. From the graph, it is observed that the first resonance

frequency increases from 675 MHz to 743 MHz and the second resonance frequency decreases

from 2275 MHz to 2043 MHz with decreasing WIB. i.e., the frequency ratio varies from 3.37 to

2.75. The variation of frequency ratio with W is maximum when LIB < 1 and decreases as we

increase the LIB ratio. Figure A.3 shows the frequency ratio variation with respect to WIB, for
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different LIB values. From the observations it is found that a frequency ratio of about 5 is

achieved when LIB is 0.5. Hence the frequency ratio can be varied by trimming LIB and/or WIB.
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FIGURE A.3 Variation offrequency ratio with central width for different aspect ratios

In a particular drum-shaped antenna configuration, there exists a feed point along the

central line at which both the resonance frequencies can be excited with good matching. When

W= 0.7 B, for the typical antenna mentioned above, the feed point is found at (1.75 cm, 0 cm)
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when the shorting pin is at (L/2, 0 cm). Figure A.4 shows the return loss variation ofthe antenna.

The antenna is resonating at 701.8 MHz and 2201 MHz. The percentage bandwidths are 1.19%

and 1.59% respectively. Figure A.5 shows the E- and H-plane eo and cross polar patterns at the

central frequencies of the two bands. The gain of the antenna has been studied by using

rectangular microstrip antennas fabricated on the same substrate and resonating at the same

frequencies. For the second resonance, no deterioration in antenna gain is observed till the central

width reaches 0.58 and beyond that the gain decreases. For the first mode, the gain in all the

cases is found less than that of the corresponding rectangular patch antennas. Here the reduced

gain may be compensated by integrating amplifiers on the substrate or by superstrate technique

[121, 133].
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FIGURE A.4 Variation of return loss with frequency for the typical antenna configuration
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FIGURE A.5 Eand H-plane co and cross polar patterns of the antenna

A.4 CONCLUSIONS

A new dual frequency compact microstrip antenna configuration with wide range ofvariation

of frequency ratio is presented. The new configuration takes advantage of the compactness of

drum-shaped microstrip antennas along with dual frequency operation provided through putting

a shorting pin. This new configuration may find applications in mobile satellite communication

systems.



Appendix B

BROADBANDDUALFREQUENCY
MICROSTRIP ANTENNA

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Microstrip antennas are offering many advantages like, low profile, light weight, conformal

nature, etc., over the conventional radiating elements and attracted great attention for the past few

years. Commonly used microstrip radiators are circular or rectangular patches. Radar and

advanced communication applications like synthetic aperture radar (SAR), Global position

system (GPS) and vehicular communication requires a low profile antenna capable of dual

frequency dual polarisation operation with sufficiently large bandwidth and good isolation

between its ports. In the literature only limited number of methods are available for dual

frequency operation [139, 140] at the ports. Most of these techniques provide small impedance
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bandwidth that limits their fields ofapplication.

In this appendix, a new microstrip antenna geometry that provides two independent ports

with orthogonal polarisation and comparable gain to that of a standard circular patch antenna is

presented. Corresponding to its two ports, the new structure resonates at two frequencies with

large impedance bandwidths. Energy is coupled electromagnetically to these ports using two

perpendicular microstrip feed lines. The new antenna offers excellent isolation between its ports

that is essential to avoid any crosstalk. A formula for calculating the resonant frequencies of the

two ports is also presented.

8.2 DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The antenna geometry is defined by the intersection of two circles ofthe same radius r with their

centres Cl and Cz displaced by a small distance d and fed by proximity coupling using two SOQ

perpendicular microstrip lines as shown in Figure B. 1.

The test antenna is fabricated on a substrate (RTlDuroid) with dielectric constant E rl =

2.21 and thickness hi = 0.08 cm (substrate 1). Intersection of two circular patches of radius r =

2 cm each with their centres displaced by a distance d = 0.4 r cm (optimised experimentally for

maximum bandwidth and good isolation) is etched on the above substrate and fed as shown in

Figure B. 1. The microstrip feedlines are fabricated on a substrate of dielectric constant er = 4.5

and thickness h1 = 0.16 cm (substrate 2). The optimised feed locations are/p, = 0.6 cm andJ;,z =

O.S cm (these are the distances from the edges of the feed lines from port I and port 2 to the

centre point c).
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FIGUREB.1 Geometry of the proposed microstripantenna with feeding technique

B.3 RESULTS

The antenna resonates at two frequencies, 2.635 GHz and 3,05 GHz for port J and port 2

respectively. The variation of retum loss with frequency is given in Figure B. 2. The 2:1 VSWR

bandwidths corresponding to port J and port 2 arc 3% and 5.3 % respectivel y. Th ese values are

quite higher than that of a conventional circular patch antenna [I] . The frequency separation

between the resonances is found to be increasing with d. The radiation from the antenna is

linearly polarised and the polarisations of the two ports are orthogonal to each other. Figure 8.3

clearly shows that, the antenna offers an isolation better than 30 dB between the port s in the

operating frequency range (2.595 - 3.13 GHz). The E-and H-plane radiation patterns for the port

J and port 2 are given in Figure B. 4. The 3 dB bcamwidths along E-plane are 96.3 \1 and 101.6u
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for port 1 and port2 respectively. The corresponding beamwidths along H-plane are 65.9° and

94.5". The cross polar levels are found to be better than 25 dB for these ports. The gain of the

new antenna is found to be nearly equal (with a difference of < 0.5 dB) to that ofa corresponding

standard circular microstrip patch operating at the same frequencies.
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8.4 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The two resonant frequencies of the present antenna configuration can be calculated using the

following procedure as given in [7].

The TM
"

mode resonant frequency of a circular microstrip antenna of radius r

fabricated on a substrate of dielectric constant Er and thickness h is given as

1.841 ct. = ---

21tr• ..[E.
(B-1)

where 're' is
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r • r [ 1 +~ ( In~ + 1.7726) ~
• nr~ 2h J

Now the two frequency offset values are suitably modified as,

/:if, = - f. 0.4185 ds
1 , 2 s

} for Er < 4.5 (B-2)

I:J.J; • I, 0.4185 ds
s

I:J.J; = -I, 0.4185 ds
s

} for Er ~ 4.5 (B-3)

/:if, = f. 0.4185 ds
2 , 2 s

The resonant frequencies corresponding to port 1 and port 2 respectively are given by

J; • f. + /:if (B-4)

(B-5)

where c is the velocity of light in free space, s = rt ? (area ofthe original circle) and (s - ~s) is

the overlapping area of the two circles. The theoretical resonant frequencies for port 1 and port

2 are 2.609 and 3.129 GHz respectively. The experiment has been repeated with substrates of

different thickness and dielectric constant. The agreement between theoretical and experimental

resonance frequencies is found to be good, except for a slight error that could be due to tolerances

in dielectric constant, fabrication etc. Generally, the above analysis can predict the resonance

frequencies with an error of less than 5%.
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8.5 CONCLUSION

A novel dual port broadband microstrip antenna resonating at two frequencies and providing

orthogonal polarisations with very good isolation between the two ports is presented. The gain

of the antenna is comparable to that of a standard circular patch microstrip antenna. This

antenna may find applications in systems where dual frequency operation with large bandwidth

is required.



Appendix C

DIELECTRIC RESONATOR LOADED
MICROSTRIP ANTENNA FOR ENHANCED

IMPEDANCE BANDWIDTH AND EFFICIENCY

C.1 INTRODUCTION

Microstrip antennas find far reaching applications in the current communication scenario due to

their unique properties like light weight, ease of fabrication, low production cost, low profile, etc.

The fields of application of these antennas arc mainly limited by their inherent disadvantage of

low impedance bandwidth. Two commonly used microstrip radiating geometries are rectangular

and circular. Techniques are available in the literature for improving the impedance band width

of microstrip antennas [72, 98, 141, 142]. However, these methods will increase the complexity

of the system or in most of the cases reduces the antenna gain.
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In this Append ix, a method for improving the impedance bandwidth of a microstrip antenna

using a Dielectric Resonator (DR) attached on the surface of the patch is presented. This

tech nique improves the impedance bandwidth, to more than 10% for a rectangular Microstrip

Antenna.

C.2 DESIGN DETAILS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The schematic diagram of a typical antenna confi gurati on is shown in Figure C. l. The

configuration cons ists of a rectangular patch of length L and width W on a substrate of thickness

h and dielectric constant Er ' The antenna is loaded with a cylindrical dielectric resonator of

diamet er d. height H and dielectric constant Edr• The patch is fed by a probe at the position

(Xp,Yp). The operating frequency of the antenna is selected to be close to the TEo l6 mode resonant

frequency of the dielectric resonator.

RADIATING PATCH

SUSSTRATE

FEEOPOINT
GROUND PLANE

DIELECTRIC RESONATOR

FIGUREC.1 Schematicdiagramof atypical antenna configuration
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The different characteristics of the antenna are measured by using the method described

in Chapter 3.

C.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A rectangular microstrip antenna resonating at 2.70 GHz (L = 2.58 cm, W= 3.35 cm, h = 0.16

cm and Er = 4.5 ) is designed for optimum radiation performance [1]. A cylindrical OR (H = 0.9

cm, d = 1.4 cm and Edr = 58) having TEo1& mode frequency close to the resonating frequency of

the above antenna is suitably positioned on the patch surface. The patch width, position of the

DR on the patch and the feed point are optimised experimentally for maximum impedance

bandwidth and the DR is paste? at this position using a thin layer of conducting epoxy. This

typical configuration is giving a maximum bandwidth of274 MHz at 2.63 GHz when L = 2.58

cm , W = 2.94 cm, Xp = 1.98 cm, Yp = 0.0 cm and the DR is placed at the middle of the non

radiating edge in such a way that its surface is just gracing the radiating patch edge as shown in

Figure C.l. The variation of percentage bandwidth with feed location is shown in Table C.l.

When the patch is fed at (2.58 cm, 0.0 cm), the system was not at all matched. But on loading

with DR the antenna is found to be matched and providing an impedance band-width of more

than 8%. This shows that this technique can be used for the impedance tuning of microstrip

antennas.

The experiment is repeated on a circular microstrip antenna resonating at 4.01GHz (radius

= 1.42 cm, Er = 2.2 and h = 0.08 cm) with a DR (H =0.565 cm, d =0.979 cm, E dr = 63 and TE01&

mode frequency 4.0 GHz). Here the position of the OR on the patch surface and the feed point

are experimentally optimised for maximum bandwidth. The configuration is giving a maximum

bandwidth of 239 MHz at 3.92 GHz when the feed point is at a distance of 1.00 cm and OR

centre is at a distance of 1.21 cm from the patch centre. The sector angle formed between two
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radial vectors, one passing through the DR centre and the other through the feed point, is 135°'

The different characteristics for the above optimum antenna configurations are given in

Table C. 2 for a comparative study.

TABLE C.1 Variation of impedance bandwidth with respect tofeed location for the experimentally tuned rectangular
microstrip antenna configuration

Feed point (XprYp=O) %Bandwidth
Xpcm Before OR loading After OR loading

2.58 * 8.90%

2.43 * 8.15%

2.28 * 8.10%

2.13 * 10.10%

1.98 2.2% 10.41%

1.83 2.2% 8.20%

1.68 3.3% 7.21%

1.53 3.3% 6.84%
... Not Matched,

TABLE C.2 Characteristics of the DR loaded rectangular and circular microstrip antenna configurations

Characteristic

Substrate dielectric constant

Resonant frequency without DR

% bandwidth (VSWR s 2) without DR

% bandwidth (VSWR s 2) with DR

Central frequency with DR

3dB beamwidth

E-plane

Rectangular patch Circular patch

4.5 2.2

2.70 GHz 4.01 GHZ

2.2% 1.1%

10.41% 6.1%

2.63 GHz 3.92 GHz

109.8°

H-plane 71.2° 79.5°
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The variation ofVSWR with frequency for the two configurations are shown in Figure

C2. The E- and H-Plane radiation patterns ofthe antenna systems at the corresponding central

frequencies are shown in Figure C.3. In both the cases the E-Plane patterns differ slightly from

those ofconventional microstrip antennas. H-Plane patterns are similar to those of conventional

ones. Figure CA shows the variation ofS21 with frequency for the configuration shown in Figure

Cl. This figure shows that compared to ordinary microstrip antennas the present configuration

is giving an increased gain of>I dB. This may be due to the reradiation from the DR.
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FIGURE C.2 Variation ofVSWR with frequency for the two proposed antenna configurations

(a) Rectangular patch configuration
(b) Circular patch configuration

C.4 CONCLUSIONS

A new Method for enhancing the impedance bandwidth ofmicrostrip antennas is proposed. This

approach enhances the gain of the antenna as well as enables impedance tuning. Optimum

rectangular(bw >10%) and circular (bw>6%) antenna configurations are demonstrated. These

configurations may find applications in wideband phased arrays.
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FIGURE C.3 E- and H-plane radiation patterns of the two antenna configurations at the corresponding central
frequencies.
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FIGURE C.4 Variation ofS21 with frequency for the optimum rectangular patch configuration
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